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INTRODUCTION

The most authoritative historical treatments of the development of classifi-
cation at the Library of Congress are.those by William Dawson Johnston,
where the earlier system is briefly discussed; Leo La Montagne, where the
earlier system is briefly described and his account of how the present system
was created is extensive; and Edith Scott, where the events surrounding the
creation of the present system are provided in even grer ter detail. All other
accounts of classification at the Library, including that found in
lmmroth's Guide, appear to be based on these.'

There is a lack of perspective in all such accounts, however. The Library's
classification efforts during the nineteenth century are not discussed in the
context of changes that took place in classification concepts. This is
particularly the case with the most critical issue in subject access
developmentthe changing definition of a subject and how that changing
definition affected subject collocation. More recent developments, est
cially those that have occurred since 1910, are also not described. In short,
the creation of the present Library of Congress Classification has been
viewed as such a notable event in its own right that both the larger context
of which that creation was a part and the scheme's more recent develop-
ments have been neglected. The present essay constitutes an effort to
provide additional perspective by tracing the development of classification
at the Library of Congress in terms of its broader context and by accounting
for changes in the present system since its initial period of creation between
1898 and 1910 and the present.

EARLY GROWTH OF THE COLLECTIONS2

The Library of Congress was established in 1800 by the same act that
provided for moving the national legislature from Philadelphia to the new
city of Washington, D.C. t Tnder the direction of the first two congressional
librarians. John Beckley (1802-07) and Patrick Magruder (1807 -14) each
of whom also served as clerk of the House of Representativesthe Library
grew to some 3000 volumes. This initial collection was destroyed in August
1814 during the British attack on the city.

In 1815 Thomas Jefferson's 6487 volume personal library was purchased
by Congress as the basis of a new collection. Jefferson's library marked an
important change in the scope of the Library's collection. It differed from
the first collection in that it was not limited to historical and legal works
but rather reflected Jefferson's "own comprehansive interests in philo-
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SUBJECT ACCESS DURING THE EARLY YEARS

Subject access to the materials of the Library of Congress during its first six
decades reflected the Library's limited role and restricted leadership. being
generally simplistic and pragmatic in ,character. Printed catalogs were
published sporadically with supplements issued in intervening years.
Before 1864, the arrangement of these catalogs followed the order of the
books on the shelves. The first three catalogs (1802, 1804 and 1808) and the
shelf order they followed were arranged by size: folios, quartos, octavos,
and duodecimos, with subarrangement by accession number. Beginning
in 1812, both the shelf order and the catalogs were arranged in 18 subject
categories. The subject categories were based upon the philosophical
classification of knowledge devised by Francis Bacon in his Advancement
of Learning (1601) but significantly altered, especially through expansion,
by Denis Diderot and Jean Ler.ond D'Alembert in the 1751 publication.
"Disco urs Preliminaire de l'Encyclopedie" which appeared in the first
volume of 1).;sis Diderot's Encyclapedie!

The Baoin-Aiderot.' D'Alembert system was more elaborately represented
in the classification of books that accompanied the Jefferson library pur-
chase. In Jefferson's system, the books were arranged in 44 "chapters" (i.e..
classes) that, following Iliderot and D'Alembert and before them, Bacon,
reflected the subject divisions and subdivisions of three general types of
knowledge: history, philosophy, and fine arts (see fig. 1).

But Jefferson significantly altered the Diderot /D'Alembert scheme, espe-
cially by rearranging, displacing, and deleting some of the latter's second
and third level subdivisions. One source of the alterations was the sheer
difference in philosophical training that informed Jef ferson's approach to
subject relationships. Another even more important source of the altera-
tions was the difference in purpose that underlay Jefferson's work.. Dide-
rot and D'Alembert had been intent on providing a rationalization and
discussion of the relationships of the various branches of thought dealt
with in Dtderot's Encyclopedie. The result was something of an intellec-
tual map of the universe of knowledge, ideally complete with respect to the
elements or classes of knowledge it encompassed, thoroughly systematic or
logical in terms of how those elements or classes were related given Dide-
rot's and D'Alembert's fundamental philosophical presuppositions, and
useful as an overview of how all the various individual topics dealt with in
the encyclopedia fell together into a grand scheme.

Jefferson began with the far different purpose of making an arrangement
of books that would enable him to acquire additions to their numbers and
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retrieve them easily. His portrayal of the universe of knowledge was
limited, therefore, by three important practical considerations. Its com-
pleteness was affected by the railge and depth of the elements of the
universe of knowledge that were actually present in his book collection. It
had to include provisions for the way books as physical objects presented
those elements of the universe of knowlegefor example, whether books
treated multiple topics. And it was shaped by what Jefferson found person-
ally convenient and satisfying with respect to the collocation of the classes
into which his books kW

One striking result of the practical considerations was Jefferson's creation
of a spec ial class (chapter 44) for polytopical works, a category that had no
counterpart in a philosophical scheme but that was needed in a book
c lassification. Another was his treatment of theology (chapter 17). Jeffer-
son separated it from ecclesiastical history (chapter 5) and subordinated it
to the larger category of jurisprudence most likely because he had relatively
few theological works and viewed them chiefly in terms of their bearing on
civil polity.

Book classification, limited by these practical considerations, became a
normal part of subject access procedures for the librarians of Congress
during the succeeding decades. Watterston and Meehan took similar liber-
ties with the basic mina, !ature of the system that they had received from
Jefferson now and again rearranging. discontinuing or adding main
.;asses and subclasses.'

It should not be surprising that a generally pragmatic approach to classifi-
cation characterized shelf arrangement at the Library of Congress during
this period. Prior to the Civil War, libraries in the United States were in a
primitive state and librarianship was often little more than a gentleman-
scholar's polite occupation. There was almost no extant literature to
which librarians could turn to for help in library matters even had they
wanted to do more than passively oversee their collections. Some persons
took pains to arrive at 'systematic subject arrangements of books, but they
were relatively few in number. Most librarians had neither the time nor the
inclination to pursue classification rigorously!

Book classification was also in a primitive condition. One sign of that
onditior. was a general dependence on class entry as the principal method

of subject specification and the lack of precision that this method entailed.
Instcad of entering books under terms that matched the particular topics
that books treated, books were placed in large and undifferentiated classes
that were broader than those particular topics. The effect of this practice
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was to obscure the particular topics of books and, where book collections
were large. to make retrieval of books difficult or, at times, even impossible.

One reason for a class entry approach to subject specification was that most
book r-Alections were simply too small to need book classification
structut of grrater sophistication. Retrieval of works on particular topics
could easily be augmented by scanning the titles of books placed in broad
subject divisions, Even the larger libraries of that day tended to adopt class
entry. The constraints of natural lighting and alcove arrangement when
combined with a traditional dependence on fixed location book numbers,
made it inconvenient to use more than simple arrays of large general
subject categories for the shelf arrangement of books. Where classed cata-
logs were also produced, these too tended to depend on broad class
arrangements."

Another reason why classed entry was followed in book classification was
the limits imposed by classification thinking. Book classification, being
still little more than a practical extension of the more general attempt by
philosophers to classify all knowledge, had not gone beyond the chief
method of the philosophers for devising subclassessubdivisions based on
logical definition. In other words, subcategories of any general subject
were defined primarily in an Aristotelian genus et different:am manner:
the relationship of any one subordinate subject to its superordinate class
dependent largely on the intrinsic relationships of the terms involved." A
definitional approach' to class subdivision limited the ability of shelf
classifiers to subdivide a classificatory structure so as to accommodate the
particular subjects treated in particular books, especially those that bore
only "extrinsic" relationships to broader classes." This was a critical
limitation. The first half of the nineteenth century witnessed a growing
number of publications that had topical contents named only by joining
extrinsically related terms. With no easy method to place such topics in a
classification scheme, classifiers simply entered such books in broader
classes. t3

A final reason c lassed entry was followed in book classification had todo
with the wry idea of a subject itself. The c urrent assumption that a book or
a document has a subject, where the notion of subject bears the same
relationship to the book or document that the idea of a personality bears to
a human being, was not considered at that time. Instead, the idea of a
subject in this earlier period was much more formal and restricted in
meaning. The word itself appears to have been borrowed from more formal
attempts to c lassify all knowledge. It functioned as a technical term that
indicated only those topics of thought that had become more formally

8
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established as logical elements of a classificatory structure of knowledge.

Defining subjec is this way made the goal of subject access narrower than
that of subject systems today. Classifiers did not disp:ay books and
documents under names or symbols representing their entire topical
(mimics but rather only under those established topics of which, in the
nanowet sense of the idea of a subject, the books or documents gave
evidence. One should not conclude, however, that classifiers had simply
chosen a lesser goal for subject access. Such was the hold of the more
resu icted idea of a subject that the modern idea of indicating the subjects of
books was simply not thought of as a goal."

The foregoing characteristics of mid-nineteenth century subject
classification made the activity of book classification a widely variable,
limited anti even confusing activity. I: is unlikely that many librarians at
that time were troubled over the matter, however. As already noted, most
libraries were so small that book classification, even in its primitive state,
worked tolerably well. It was only when library collections began to grow
markedly after mid-century (a few collections containing tens of thousands
of volumes) and only as a new breed of librarians appeared on the scene
who were concerned about the inadequacies of the older methoclA of subject
access, that new methods were sought.°

A.R. SPOFFORD AND THE GROWTH OF THE LIBRARY OF
CONGRESS

The' Library of Congress began to face difficulties related to rapid
collet lion growth during the 1860s. The major pint of this was due to the
work of Ainsworth Rand Spofford, who exercised his influence for more
than 40 years (18614908). Spofford's consuming interest in *1w acquisition
of books was an illustration of the new breed of librarian during this
period. He believed strongly that reading and libraries bore a positive
influence on the development of both individual and national character,
Ile also believed that a national comprehensive collection should be
available not only for Congress but also for the general public. In the words
of John Y. Cole, Spofford's biographer:

A comprehensisr collection covering all subjects was therefore as
important to Congress as it was to scholars and the general public. Once
this collet tion was developed for the use of the national legislature, it
should be made available to the rest of the American people. for the
strength of the Republic itself depended upon -the popular
intri I 'gent

9
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As a result of Spofford's leadership, the Library underwent prodigious
growth so that by 1897 its book collection alone had increased to more than
800,000 items. Beginning in 1872, Spofford also lobbied for the
construction of a new building to accommodate the growing collection,
but a building was not completed until 1897.

SPOFFORD AND SUBJECT ACCESS

Another way that Spofford may be identified with a new breed of librarians
after mid-century was his effort to improve subject access to the collections.
In 1864 under his direction as assistant librarian, the Library issued its first
catalog arranged alphabetically by author. This catalog was significant
because it was the first break from the Library's long tradition of
systematically classed catalogs that followed the Library's shelf order. It
also expressed Spofford's strong belief in the utility of alphabetical
arrangement. By 1869 he extended his belief in alphabetical order with the
publication of a two-volume alphabetico-classed subject index to the
Library's collection. In that format subjects were arranged alphabetically
rather than systematically at each hierarchical level. Those in the main
listing formed one alphabetical sequence. Subclasses formed separate
alphabetical sequences under their respective main headings. And
subsubclasses formed still other alphabetical sequences under their
respective subclasses."

Spofford's willingness to alter the systematic structure of the classed
catalog was both an implicit criticism of the traditional format of the latter
and an attempt to escape the class entry impasse that such cataloging had
reached. But neither his attitude toward systematic classification nor his
concomitant acceptance of the efficacy of alphabetical order were unique.
His faith iri the latter reflected an interest in a method of bibliographic
organization that became dominant between the late 1840s and the mid-
1870s with the rise in popularity of the dictionary catalog. And his use of
alphabetical sequencing to create an alphabetico-classed catalog was itself
part of a brief but energetic period of experimentation with that format
between the 1860s and 1880s.18

The ostensible theme of those experiments was to reconcile the supposed
simplicity and, therefore, practicality of alphabetical order found in
dictionary catalogs with the systematic order of classed catalogs. The most
visible result was the use of sequencing of the kind described above. More
important than this restat was the influence on alphabetic-o-classed
cataloging of the dictionary catalog's approach to subject specification.

10
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Prior to the 1870s, dictionary catalogs I. !vided subject access to books by
entering the books under the most significant words of their titles. This
was important because it minted that the subject analysis process focused
direr 7iY on the particular subjects that books treated and that books could
be accessed in terms of that? subjects. Focusing on the particular subjects
that books treated and always making the books accessible by means of
those subjects was strikingly different than typical classed catalog
procedure where the starting point in subject analysis was the
identification of the largest class in the system which incluckd the
particular subject of a book and where the entry of the hook often stopped
short of the particular entry itself. The latter resulted in (-Liss entry or
subentry rather than specific entry or subentry.

. Dictionary catalog procedure had shortcomings, of course, particularly
where dependence on title 'subject words led to a faulty indication of what
subject or subjects a book treated and where there was little attempt to
control synonyms. But its focus on the particular subjects in books was
unique in the history of subject access and represented an effort to meet the
hallenge of providing precision in subject access in a way .hat had not

been achieved previously. In contrast, systematic classed eau loging had
not been able to meet that challenge because its class subdivision
procedure. based on logical differentiation, could riot easily determine the
precise classificatory positions of the particular subjects that books treated.
As a result. class structure was rarely extended hierarchically to the level of
those particular subjects and books :ended to become buried in categories
that were broader than the topics the books treated.

Alphabetico-classed structure overcame one aspect of that diffculty by
removing the need for precise positirming within classificatory arrays." A
(ataloge, only needed %) determine the level at which a subject should be
subordinatedin other words, its position in a hierachical chainrather
than both the level and its position within the array at that level. The
reason for this was that positioning within the array was itself relegated to
alphabetical rather than some ksical order. For example, given a work on
oak trees, one need only determine a superordinate chain such as
BOTANY-TREES-OAK, rather than also finding out the sequential place
of oak among an array of various kinds of trees such as pine, sycamore and
walnut. As a result of the loosening of the requirements for precise
positioning, alphabetico- classed cataloging procedure could produce
catalogs and indexes of greater downward extension toward narrower
subjects. That in turn raised the possibility of an entry process that reached
ever (loser to the particular subjects treated by books. In fact, one of the
most striking features of alphabetico-classed catalogs and indexes was



their more complex classificatory structures.

Despite the improvement that alphabetico-classed cataloging represented
in accommodating the particular subjects of books, it also represented a
serious failure. The same process that enabled a subject cataloger to
produce extended classified chains also allowed him to forego some of the
rigorous work of logic that classification required. This denial of
classificatory logic occurred not only within arrays where systematic
sequencing was replaced by alphabetical order but also in the alternative of
direct entry that the system provided. Direct entry occurred when a
classifier encountered a subject for which even its hierarchical level was not
certain, either because there was little indication of what constituted its
including class or because it could be placed logically in more than one
hierarchical chain. In thOse situations, the classifier had the option of
placing the topic in the main alphabetical sequence of subjects without
any effort to determine its hierarchical level. 'hat alternative amounted to
the direct and specific entry found in dictionary catalogs and to follow it
even some of the time resulted in a catalog with a mixed approach to
subject access. Some books were entered in the catalog on the basis of
classification, others on the basis of the absence of classification 8°

Ultimately, therefore, while alphabetico-classed procedure facilitated
classification, it also subverted classification by taking away its precision
and, in cases involving the use of direct specific entry; its necessity. Such
disadvantages did not outweigh its usefulness as a solution to providing
high quality subject access, however. hs proponents were able to continue
their identification with classification as fundamental for subject access.
More important, in contrast to systematicclassification which was rigid in
structure but clouded with difficulties, they gained a classification
procedure that was relatively loose in structure and workable. It was
workable because it required a significant amount of pragmatism,
particularly in the need to make decisions about when to subordinate
subjects and when to enter them directly.

Alphabetico-classed cataloging with its pragmatic overtones and its use of
alphabetic order was especially important in Spofford's subject access
work. Ha not only used an alphabetico-clasied format in his 1869 catalog,
but exercised its direct entry option to an extraordinary degree by breaking

up many larger general classes in order to place their major subdivisions in
the main alphabetical sequence of topics. He also directly entered works on
the history and other aspects of particularplaces under place names in the
main alphabetical sequence. This contrasted sharply with the traditional
classed catalog procedure of subordinating works on places to general

12
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subjects.21

Spofford approached the expansion and restructuring of the Library's
shelf classification system in a similar pr tgrnatic way and with the same
dependence on alphabetical order? He retained the general outline of the
Jeffersonian system but continued the practice of making important
rearrangements of the main classes or chapters. By 1897 the basic classes
consisted of ten groups. Because the collections were expanding rapidly, he
found it necessary to subaxrange the bask classes well beyond that which
previous librarians had done. His strong opposition to systematic
subdivision led him to devise a running list of simple subdivisions,
collocated, more often than not, in an alphabetical way or on the basis of
general similarity, under the assumption that they were likely to be
searched for together. As simple as this procedure might sound, it
ultimately produced approximately 10,000 subdivisions?

Spofford's development of a notation for the shelf system further under-
scored his pragmatism. He numbered the subclasses he had devised not by
extending the basic chapter numbers but by beginning a second series of
sequential numbers to indicate the subclasses themselves. 'he source of
this numbering system was the physical shelf number in the Library, and
his use of this device had the effect of turning the notation into an absolute
location system in which a subclass was identified with a particular shelf or
series of shelves. The notation subsequently appeared as a fraction: for
example, 2 '2012 indicated chapter 2 (FOREIGN HISTORY, in part),
subclass 2012, located on the shelf of that number. Books within a subclass
(i.e., on shelf 2012) were then subananged alphabetically by author in
contrast to the former practice of numbering them sequentially as
acquired. Sometimes, of course, the books of a subclass could not all be
contained on a single shelf. Therefore, he occasionally arranged such
sections over a series of shelves, and the series of shelves became the
subclass.

In time this system proved to be awkward because it limited a subclass to
the shelf or shelves allocated in the initial distribution of the books. When
the books in a class eventually increased in number and overflowed their
designated shelves, Spofford severed the shelf number from the idea of a
physical location and assigned extra shelving as overflow locations for the
subclass numbers. This practice served in the end to make the system into a
curious blend of relative and absolute location devices." A more serious
problem arose because of Spofford's lack of precise subject subdivisions. As
the collection grew in size, an increasing number of dissimilar topics were
gathered together in various subclasses . For example, the section for books

13
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on CANALS (hapter 15. shelves 9453-9456) might at first glance seem to
have been arranged in a practical manner in which general works (books
on CANAL AND RIVER IMPROVEMENTS in general, assigned to the
location 15/9453) preceded specific ones (books on the PANAMA CANAL,
assigned to the location 15/9456). But the whole range of subtopics
included in sections 15/9453 to 15/9456 (see fig. 2) indicates that a
disturbing number of incongruities in subject collocation had actually
occurred by interpolating such distantly related topics as 'sanitary
engineering," "plumbing," "pumps," "artesion wells," "waterworks,"
and "street cleaning" between the two canal topics just noted.

Chapter chapter Subclass Topics Included
Name Number Number in Subclass

Tea linology 15 9453 Canal and River Improvements
Inland Navigation
Sanitary Engineering
Plumbing
Pumps

9454 Artesian Willi
Waterworks

9455 Street Cleaning
River Improvements

9456 River Improvements (Contd)
Mississippi Improvements
Inter-oc-ran canals
Panama Canal
Suez Canal

Taken from Scott. .(:.M. Hanson and His contribution to 'Twentieth-Century
Catakiging." p. 169.

Fig. 2. Examples of Subclass Incongruities in Spofford's System

Spofford freely admitted that his approach to subjectcollocation had made
both the 1869 printed subject catalog and the shelf classification scheme
into "subjective" systems. But he claimed that the subjective nature of the
shelf system did not matter as long as the speedy retrieval of items was
accomplished. The latter was possible because both heand his "intelligent
assistants" were so familiar with the idiosyncrasies of the system that they
simply knew where things were. He could conclude, therefore: "That is my
system. It may be right or it may be wrong but it is there and we produce the
books much more quickly than they could be produced by any other
method.' 25
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One important reason why Spofford resisted making a more systematic
shelf classification scheme during his tenure as the principal librarian,

, besides the obvious problem of limited staff and time, was that his concept
of a national library did not include the matter. In particular, Spofford did
not hold the opinion that a national library, besides being a
comprehensive collection, was also to be the center of a national network of
libraries with respect to such technical matters as cataloging and
classification. In his opinion, methods used to organize and give access to
the materials of the collection were of concern only to the internal
administration of the Library. For this reason, Spofford felt it necessary
simply to extend the methods and devices already in existence rather than
co radically alter them. Spofford's attempts to improve the system he
inherited were notable. And his insistence on such practical measures as
the use of alphabetical arrangement and the utilitarian collocation of
subjects became essential components of the Library's approach to subject
access.

FROM SPOFFORD TO JOHN RUSSELL YOUNG26

As a new library building neared completion in the mid- 1890s, questions
were raised concerning the administration of the Library including its
backlog in cataloging and the utility of its shelf classification system for
the new facility. The Library had grown at such an enormous rate that
Spofford and his small staff could not keep up with all that needed to be
done. When the collection was eventually transferred to the new building
between August and October 1897, nearly 240,000 books. 175,000
pamphlets, and a large quantity of newspapers, periodicals, and foreign
government publications out of a total of over 1 million items.transferred
remained uncataloged and unclassified.

CAmgressional hearings were held by the Joint Committee on the Library
late in 1896 to evaluate the condition of the Library and to recommend a
new organization. The most important result of the hearings was their
effect in extending the purpose of the Library. The Committee accepted
testimony from prominent American Library Association members
among whom were Melvil Dewey and Herbert Putnam. These witnesses
emphasized that the Library of Congress should not only be a
comprehensive collection but that it should also be the center of a national
library network, offering practical as well as inspirational leadership. To
reach these objectives it should develop classification and cataloging
systems freed from the limitations of one man's personal knowledge of the
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Library and expressive instead of the most recent developments within the
profession. This emphasis had a profound effect on the development of a
new classification system.

In January 1897, John Russell Young was appointed librarian to succeed
Spofford, who became chief assistant. Young made several important
moves during his brief tenure (1897-99) that affected the direction
classification would take. In September 1897 he hired James Christian
Meinich Hanson as the chief of the newly created Catalog Division. And in
December of that year Charles Martel became Hanson's chief assistant for
classification. Both men had considerable experience with contemporary
classification developments and together they made one of the most
impressive classification teams ever assembled. Young ordered them to
study the possibilities of developing a new classification scheme. His
outlook suggests that he wanted to ensure the creation of a unified and
comprehensive scheme that would be commensurate with the universality
of the Library of Congress' existing collections and that would express the
newer developments in classification that were taking place within the
profession as a whole.

TRENDS IN CLASSIFICATION"

Modern classification practice could be said to have begun in 1876 with
Melva Dewey's use of relative location in his Amherst classification even
though his scheme did not take on its modem form and proportions until
its second edition in 1885. By the time a sixth edition had been published in
1899, however, the Dewey Decimal Classification had become by far the
best known and most popular book classification system in existence.
Other classifiers followed Dewey's lead and inspiration and became active
during the same period. Chief among these was Charles Ammi Cutter.
Cutter had begun his labors in classification in the alphabetico-classed
tradition at Harvard College during the 1860s. After an interlude (1869-76)
in which he developed the prototype of the modem dictionary catalog
syaiem, he turned to systematic enumerative classification in 1878. His first
effort in classification was a system devised between 1878 and 1886 specifi-
cally for the Boston Athenaeum. Beginning in 1886 he modified that
system into his better-known general scheme, the Expansive Cla.ssifica-
lion. By 1893 it consisted of six separate but related schedules (expansions)
for libraries of increasing size. During the middle 1890s Cutter began the
seventh and final expansion of the scheme designed for the very largest
libraries. After 1895 he develcped its schedules in the order of the particular
needs of the Newberry Library in Chicago.°
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Dewey, Cut ter and others met the nineteenth-century crisis in book classifi-
cation by grappling directly with its most fundamental problem, the
difficulty of dealing with a growing and increasingly complex welter of
subject relationships. They did so by investing enormous amounts of time
and labor in the sheer enumeration of subjects and in experimenting with
how those subjects might be logically and even scientifically ordered. The
discipline they brought to subject enumeration changed the character of
subject classification development in several distinct ways.

Efforts to enumerate subjects greatly aided a transition that overtook
subject access work by the end of the century in how the idea of a subject
was viewed.29 Subject access workers before the 1860s had typically identi-
fied subjects first of all as elements of the classificatory mapping of estab-
lished subjects and only secondarily as the topical contents of books. In
other words, there was no automatic equation between the topical contents
of books and the validity of subjects per se. This general view of subjects
was obviously limited in scope in comparison with the modern equation of
subjects with the topical contents of books without any other qualifica-
tions. It also severely limited the goal of a subject access system by giving
access only to that narrow range of topics of thought validated as subjects
in the restrictive sense of the term rather than to the entire topical content
of each book in turn.

Book classification system makers like Dewey and Cutter were indebted to
that earlier approach to subject access insofar as they began their subject
analysis process with an ideal classificatory structure of subjects in mind.
This earlier framework influenced their decisions about which subjects
treated in books were to be given access and also how the structural
relationships of those subjects should be displayed in a classification
scheme. But they also differed from earlier subject access thinking in that
they allowed books themselves and their entire topical contents to influ-
ence the final structures of their systems. In other words, following those
who had developed alphabetical approaches to subject access, they
emphasized making books the starting point and focus in a significant
portion of the subject analysis process. And this in turn had the effect of
identifying subjects with books themselves (especially in the case of new
books) rather than with a prior sense of a scheme of valid subjects that
filtered the way one viewed the relationship of subjects to those books. The
result was to begin a process that several decades later would change the
goal of subject access from simply giving access to those subjects treated in
books that were considered established, to giving access to the entire
topical contents of documents.
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Enumerative classification also helped to establish the idea that subjects
could not be restricted to relationships based purely on subject definition.
Classifiers began from the latter basis more often than not, but soon were
experimenting with a variety of other sequencing and subdivision. tech-
niques. These included such things as the standardized treatment of form
and aspects of subjects, the division of subjects by placesand periods, and
the sequencing of subjects in arrays by such alternative methods as evolu-
tionary order or the order in which topics had appeared in history. Ulti-
mately, experimentation of this kind led some to subject Oder based on an
assessment of its direct utility to users as they searched for books regardless
of how that met the requirements of strict systematiratko.

Enumerative classification not only established the utility of notations in
classification but also the prejudice that a notation should, if po.Isible, be
relatively simple to understand, brief and mnemonic. Unfortunately, this
approach to notation also led to a fundamental conflict_ °diet desira-
ble characteristics such as a notation's hospitality to new subject, and its
expressiveness of the relationships in the subject enumeratim. In fact,
such was the importance ascribed to a relatively simple and !aid notation
during this period that excessive consideration of it often limited er skewed
the logical or scientific order of the scheme itself. Last, entur..T7.tive classi-
fication established that a comprehensive classification system could not
be developed or promoted by a single person working in isolation and still
remain viable as a widely adopted subject access tool. Both Dewey and
Cutter enlisted the aid of specialists and developed their schemes in refer-
ence to major library collections. Dewey went one step further byestablish-
ing an organizational structure to provide for the upkeep of his scheme.

The foregoing measures were not explained systematically during the time
that they were established and may seem clear now only in retrospect.
Nevertheless they deeply affected the nature of contemporary book classifi-
cation.work by setting a pattern for its further development. The measures
were especially important for the Library of Congress because they pro-
vided the context that shaped the development of its own modern shelf
classification system.

gTENTATIVE BEGINNING. 1897-98

Hanson and Manzi had several alternatives open to them when they began
their study in December 1897, but the result of their initial work was to
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demonstrate to John Russell Young, who was unfamiliar with the techni-
cal problems of classification, that the old system needed to be replaced.
They demonstrated that existing general classification schemes such as
Dewey's and Cutter's would also need extensive alterations to make them
amenable to the needs of the Library of Congress. Thus they began in 1
to outline the requirements for a new system. For this purpose they
determined to borrow the best features of existing systems so that a new
scheme would have a solid basis but still be particularly suited to the
special requirements of the Library. They decided to avoid complex and
hierarchically expressive notations of the kind used in Cutter's and
Dewey's systems not only because they themselves had reservations about
such notations but in order to placate the strong antipathy toward such
notations (especially the decimal system) held by Spofford who, under
Young, served as a principal consultant.

Thus, a notation was at first devised that consisted of single letters and the
integers 1 to 9999 for each separate general class. In their search for a
subject arrangement, three extant schemes were examined for their useful-
ness. Otto Hartwig's Halle Schema was rejectel as too strongly oriented to
German philosophical thought and academic libraries. Dewey's Decimal
Classification was rejected because of what they considered its deficiencies
in the basic arrangement of subjects. In Martel's words, it was a "system...
bound up in and made to fit the notation, land) not the notation to fit the
classificttion."3° In contrast, they found Cutter's ExpansiveClassification
more acceptable and eventually borrowed heavily from it.

The choice of Cutter's scheme as a base upon which to build is not strange
since both men had become familiar with it in previous library work
Martel at the Newberry Library in Chicago and Hanson at the University
of Wisconsin. Their decision might well have been reinforced by the
reputation it had gained as the most carefully devised and scholarly Ameri-
can system then available. Because the seventh expansion of Cutter's
system was unfinished at this time, however, and would remain unfinished
after Cutter's untimely death in 1903, it was never able to be used as any
more than a partial base.

Having decided to proceed with a new scheme, Hanson made a tentative
distribution of main classes in the new notation. His dependence on
Cutter's Expansive Classification for the general order of the new scheme is
evident. The chief difference consisted of bringing recreation, musk, fine
arts, literature, and language forward from their position in Cutter's
scheme to precede the sciences and technology (see fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Cutter's Expansive Classification it The First
Library of Congress Classification Outline

The first schedule developed was class Z. This schedule was chosen in order
to reclassify the bibliographies in the old systema task of primary impor-
tance. The decision to begin with the Z schedule alsodecisively affected its
format because it became the only class for which a section of the Cutter
classification was adopted almost without significant alteration in the
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general order of its subject categories:111r structure of the Z schedule also
became a bell-wether of developments to come because it demonstrated the
commitment that Hanson and Martel had to relatively simple collocation
patterns. The mast notable of these was the use of alphabetical ordir for the
sequencing of subjects when a logical order was either not apparent or
would involve more time and effort than was available. Their strong
dependence AI alphabetical order may also have been a result of the
continuing influence of Spofford. This appears to be the case especially in
the section of subject bibliographies where the sequence of topics was not
simply alphabetical, but alphabetic-o-classed. Other arrangement patterns
regularly used were geographical and chronological order and the first
attempts at the use of a general pattern of order within classes that later
would become known as "141artel's Seven Points. "" The decision to pro-
ceed with this schedule was made in January 1898. and over 4000 volumes
were reclassified according to it by March of the same year.

During 1898 a schedule for c lasses E-F covering materials on the history of
the Americas was also begun. But all reclassification work proceeded
sporadically for the remainder of that year because the small staff had also
to contend with an increasing number of regular acquisitions. And it was
suspended altogether with the sudden death of John Russell Young in
January 1899 and the subsequent appointment of Herbert Putnam as
principal librarian the following April.

YEARS OF DECISION, 1899-1901

With the arrival of Putram, the search for a resolution of the Library's
classification needs took on a different character. The change occurred
betiiiibe Putnam, no mere novice in librarianship as Young had been, was
aware of the role that a classification scheme adopted by the national
library might assume. The question uppermost in his mind, therefore, was
not, as it had been for Young, whether a new and better scheme was needed,
but, in the words of Edith Scott (Hanson's biographer) "whether the
Library of Congress should continue the development of i ts own classifica-
tion, a nationally accepted scheme, foster standardization
as in ing."32 This meant restudying the schemes already dismissed
and reviewing the work already begun. In Scott's opinion this especially
meant the reconsideration of the Dewey Decimal Classification to see if it
co.ild by adopted. bewey's scheme was used by more than one hundred
libraries although many of them made special adaptations of it. Putnam
felt that by using such a scheme the ultimate goal of standardization might
be achieved.
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Putnam took two years to make his decision. He involved himself and his
staff in further study and extensive consultation regarding the matter. He
also prepared for the eventual decision by asking for and receiving the
funds necessary to hire the additional staff needed for the reclassification
project. The chief difficulty in thetonsideration was the necessity that any
saerne adopted be shaped to the particular needs of the collections of the
Library itself. If the Dewey Decimal Classification were to be used, many
changes would be required in it. But Dewey was unwilling to allow any
significant changes. He believed that making alterations would be unfair
to those libraries already using his system. Thus he required that it be
adopted with only minor changes. Hanson and Martel both rejected that
possibility. They argued against its adoption in a comprehensive report to
Putnam in October 1900 where they supported their conclusions with the
opinions of leading librarians they had interviewed at the Montreal ALA
conference that year.°

Putnam eventually brought the matter to a head during the spa ing of 1901.
He directed Martel to resume reclassification with the tentative E-F scheme
already begun. In May, however, a final attempt was made to see if another
scheme could be used. Consultations were arranged between the Library's
staff and both Cutter and Dewey. Cutter consented to the Library of
Congress making any changes necessary in his system. Dewey again adam-
antly held to his previous stance and after the visit made an impassioned
plea to Putnam to accept his system without serious alteration. The real
possibilities as shown in Martel's summary report were to adopt either the
Decimal or Expansive systems with modifications or to proceed with a
system of the Library's own making. Dewey disallowed the first possibility,
and the incompleteness of the Expansive system removed the second.
Therefore, Putnam gave the order later in 1901 to proceed with the work
already begun and the new Library of Congress Classification was offi-
cially born!'

Putnam was not overly sanguine about the decision because it subverted
his goal of national standardization in library technical matters.* Despite
his disappointment, however, the ideals that he sought were not lost. The
subsequent development of the Library of Congress Classification pro-
duced one of the most comprehensive efforts ever attempted at organizing
library materials on the shelves. Methods were also eventually developed to
keep it current. As a result, a large measure of the standardization that
Putnam originally sought was accomplished in succeeding decades.
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CLASSIFICATION DEVELOPMENT, 1901-11:
GENERAL FEATURES

The years from 1901 to 1911 constituted the single most important period
in the development of the Library of Congress classification system.
Hanson served as the head of the Catalog Division until he resigned to go
to the library of the University of Chicago late in 1910. Classification
development was supervised until 1910 by Charles Martel, the chief classi-
fier. The application of 'the new scheme to nearly 1 million volumes by the
end of this period brought about several important developments. First, by
1904 the final order and general ccauents of the main classes were estab-
lished. This made Mary further alterations of Hanson' original tenta-
tive distribution of classes in 1899 in order to achieve apatetica
collocation of subjects, fined to the needs of the Library. In two outlines
from 1901 and 1904 (see fig. 4) one can see something of the process of
change that took place until the Library's new system had definitely
assumed its own unique general arrangement independent of any existing
system.

Second. the notation was changed significantly when, during tlw develop-
ment of schedule D for Old World History in 1901, a second letter was
added to denote subclasses. Because the same range of integers (1-9999) was
retained for each Bouble-letter subclass, the notational hospitality of the
scheme was expanded enormously. The use of double- leuers also made it
possible to work on several parts of the schedules simulataneously. Under
the older plan of providing a single letter with a single range of integers for
each main class. the subclasses had to be developed sequentially because
one could not anticipate the number of integers necessary for each.ln

Third, the Library secured the services of an able team of specialists to work
on the project. Some of these, such as William A. Johnston and A.F.W.
Schmidt in history, and James D. Thompson in science, were classifiers by
training and inclination. Occasionally, as in the later addition of Walter F.
Koenig in languages and literature, the. Library found one who would
ultimately engage in significant scholarship in classification. Still others,
such as Oscar G. Sonneck in musk, brought a knowledge of the literature
to he arranged although in Sonneck's case it was the expertise of a musk
dealer rather than that of a classifier. Many of the classifiers were versatile,
working on whatever needed to be classified rather than confining them-
selves to narrowly defined specialties. Thomas W. Koch, for example,
educated in philology and Roman legislation, worked principaily cm the
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Fig. 4. Library of Congress Classification Outlines. 1901 & 1904

American history schedules (E-F) at the beginning. And Clarence W.
Per ley educated in engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy, served as the chief classifier for mow than two decades and did
yeoman's work in preparing the language and literature schedules for the

38press.

Ultimately the entire work was tied together by Charles Manel. Mane)
supervised the work of the team and provided general theoretical guide-
lines. He also contributed many of the particular shelflisting devices used
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throughout the whole scheme and helped to create many of the individual
schedules. Except for a short period in 1909, he served formally under the
direction of J.C.M. Hanson as chief classifier hmn the beginning until
1910 when he became chief of the Periodicals Division. Even there, how-
ever, he retained the title of "general supervisor of the classification" while
others directed the work of reclassification. In October 1912 he returned to
the Catalog Division as its chief and became administratively responsible
for all of the Library's efforts to achieve bibliography control including its
classification system. Beginning at that time, however, his relationship to
the scheme became largely advisory, its general development already set."

CLASSIFICATION DEVELOPMENT, 1901-11:
COLLOCATION PATTERNS

During this period the most important element of the new classification to
be developed beyond the general features just described was the general
approach to subject collocation used within the scheme. This not only
reflected the position that the scheme came to have among other general NI
developments in classification. but also stamped the system with a unique
tress that remains its hallmark.

Likenesses with Other Schetnes

The approach to subject collocation in the system had much in common
with other schemes of the time. It clearly expressed the asssumption that
the thorough and painstaking enumeration of particular subjects in a
classificatory structure was the chief method of establishing control over a
universe of subjects that seemed to have gone wild with growth and
compiesity. The view that the universe of subjects was undergoing rapid
growth and becoming ever more complicated was one of the primary
results of a growing tendency to equate subjects with the topical contents
of books rather than with the logically derived elements of the general
classification of knowledge. All that was necessary for any topic to be
considered a legitimate subject was for it to be published. Asa corollary,
new books came to be identified as the source of new subjects. And with
new books appearing in ever increasing numbers, it became impossible to
escape the conclusion that new subjects were invading the once placid
universe of knowledge like the advance of an unstoppable army.

ThrLibrary's new scheme, ado% with other systems of the same period,
also expressed the conflicting assumption that regardless of how much the
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universe of subjects might have grown, the enumeration and display of
subjects in a classification system must 1.1 kept simple. There were several
related sources for this conclusion. One was the continuing influence of an
older and simpler view of the universe of knowledge where subject rela-
tionships, having been derived from a singular approach to subject subdi-
vision, were relatively uncomplicated. Classifiers tended to adopt the
simpler model for new systems they created. Another source was the
growing influence of the idea of user convenience cm the shaping of library
bibliographic tools. User convenience ideally meant that the structure of
such tools should reflect the thinking process of the readers who would use
them. In actual practice it meant using simple patterns of orderfor
example, those based on alphabetical, chronological or geographical
arrangementprimarily because they were thought to be easily under-
stood by realer&

A final source was the changing social tenirfof the times, particulary that
element of it that increasingly stressed the need for practical solutions to
social and organizational problem& Classification work at the Library of
Congress had been no stranger to practical solutions during its earlier
history. Under the leadership of J.C.M. Hanson, however, the stress on
practical solutions became more pronounced. Hanson was ultimately
responsible for the direction that the new classification took, even though
its details were actually the work of Charles Martel. And Hanson was more
than anything else a notable example of the new breed of organizational
technicians coming into library work. In method he was eclectic, borrow-
ing freely from a variety of sources, his chief concern not being the purity of
the logic behind a system but whether it would achieve an appropriate
balance between economy of eff ortonibcpartefits makers and effective!,
ness for its users. Furthermore, the Library needed this kind of an
approach. Because of the enormous amount or both retrospective and
current work to be done, it was under pressure to achieve usable results
quickly. In that context, the simple enumeration and display of subjects
was an organizational necessity. Simplicity in the enumeration and dis-
play of subjects expediently avoided classificatory structure that, while
perhaps more philosophically coma, would have delayed the creation of
the system. in favor of that which could be easily completedand still claim
a great deal of practicality and usefulness for all corrcetned.

A U K
The subject collocation patterns of the Library's new scheme also rem-
sewed a unique departure. Previous classifications had arisen from a
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tradition that considered the universe of knowledge to be a unified and
cohesive whole. This tradition was carried over into classification struc-
ture in the form of a quest to identify a single fundamental principle of
subject order which, when discovered, would /amide a uniform basis for
subject collocation in all parts of the scheme. In contrast, the Library of
Congress Classification was created by persons who appear to have been
educated more directly in the modern tradition in which the universe of
subjects, while ideally unified and cohesive, was practically viewed as a
conglomeration of more or less discrete fields of knowledge. New areas
constantly came into existence and developed at their own rates. And
individual fields were considered to be the products of the scholars and
students who worked in them. One corollary of this point of view for
classification development was that there was no overall principle of
subject organization that applied to all fields. Instead, the subjects of each
field grew and were related to each other according to principles approp-
riate to the field in which they were found. Another corollary was that,
given the growing forcefulness of the idea of user convenience in library
thought, the best collocation pattern for any particular field was that
which could be rationalized as best serving the interests of the specialists
within it and other readers who might use it4°

A Fundamental Tension

The foregoing features which the Library's new classification scheme had
in common with othel contemporary development, when combined with
the new departure of recognizing the relatively discrete nature of individ-
teal fields of knowledge, created a fundamental tension in the scheme's
approach to subject organization. On the one hand, strong measures were

--taken to provide the scheme with-an-overall-structutal-uttity.-mea---
sures, present in the form of common arrangement patterns used through-
out the system, expressed the idea that the scheme was a singular entity, a
general classification system that dealt with the entire universe of knowl-
edge in a cohesive and relativAy simple fashion. On the other hand,
equally strong measures were taken to provide the greatest degree of
latitude possible in the enumeration and arrangement of the subjects that
made up individual fields of knowledge and subject area. These measures
expressed principally in di individualized adaptation and tailoring of
common arrangement patterns to particular schedules and their parts,
ensured that the specialized nature of individual fields of knowledge and
their subject organization could be served. The collision of these two types
of measures produced an approach to subject co;' ration that was thor-
oughly different than that found in any classification scheme produced up
to that time.
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Common Anangement Patterns°

Common subject arrangement patterns applied throughout the classifica-
tion scheme to preserve a simple but cohesive structural unity were of two
kinds: (1) a general arrangement pattern developed over the first decade of
the ichenw's development and labeled by Martel in 1911 as his "seven-
point" structure of topical organization; and (2) a series of practical ar-
rangement devices used within the context of the general pattern.

The general arrangement pattern consisted of sewn categories or dusters
of kinds of materials. The first six consisted of general materials related to
the subject area, the seventh of materials on specific subdivisions of the
topic. By regularly placing the first six categories of materials before the
seventh. the classification scheme adopted the. practice, already well-
established among other classification work of the time, that general
treatments of a topic should always precede treatments of a narrower
portion of the whole.

The first six categories of materials were themselves based on characteris-
tics related either to the form in which the materials were published or to
an "aspect" of the entire topical area that the items treated.° The first,
General form divisions, included serial and periodical materials, collec-
tions, and works such as dictionaries and encyclopedias that dealt with
definitions. This category was generally the first to be enumerated in any
topical arm. And periodicals and serials were almost always placed first
within it. The other five categories of general materialsphilosophy and
thzory; History; General works and treatises; Law, regulations, and state
relations; and Study and teachingfollowed the general forms divisions
materials without any prescribed order to their appearance. By applying
this general arrangement pattern to subject areas of all sizesthat is, from
those that encompassed entire schedules or even multiple schedules to
those of very small extent (including especially the individual subtopics
found in the seventh category of still larger subject areas)a general
structure was provided in which the second kind of common arrangement
patterns might be applied.

The second kind of common arrangement pattern consisted of a series of
practical devices. Some of them could be considered patterns of common
sense or general knowledge; others were arbitrarily devised; but all were
fundamentally simple in their structure and application. The most impor-
tant were alphabetical order, chronological order, geographical order,
language or nationality order, and specific sequences for works related to
particular persons and for materials related to particular works. They were
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used within the seven-point general arrangement pattern as the dominant
methods of subarrangement. Further, where the number of materials
gathered under any one of the seven bask groups was large, the practical
devices were ordinarily intermixed in a variety of creative and useful
combinations.

Neither the practical devices nor the seven-point general arrangement
pattern were applied in a rigid manner. The latter, for example, did not
employ complete sets of standard subcategories for each category in the
pattern. Nor were time standardized lists of countries, time periods, lan-
guages, etc. applied in instances where practical devices were used. Instead.
all common arrangement patterns were applied in a variable or expansive
way. In some instances, only the barest framework of a particular pattern
was evident, while at other times, the full pattern was employed. In still
other instances, the full pattern might be augmented with innumerable
special subdivisions. The basis for such variable use was not, however, the
lack of appreciation for standardization with respect to classification struc-
ture. Instead it was a function of the second aspect of the funck mental
tension in the systemthe goal of arranging the subjects of each area of
knowledge in a unique or tailored manner.

Adaptation for Particular Subject Fields

The goal of arranging the subjects of each field of knowledge in a unique
manner was the rationale behind variations in applying both the general
arrangement pattern and the practical devices that were subsidary to it.
Variations may in turn be viewed in terms of the two bask parts of the
general pattern: the special subtopics of a subject area (i.e., the seventh of
Martel's seven categories) and the general materials of any particular
subject area (i.e., the first six of Martel's seven categories).

The seventh category of materials in the general arrangement pattern was
that which listed the special subtopics and subdivisions of a particular
subject area. It was ordinarily arranged by whatever ordering logic seemed
appropriate to the classifier assigned to that particular area. The classifier
attempted to arrange this category in each subject area in a manner that
responded both to subject field integrity and to practicality and simplicity
in enumeration. Because of this approach, the seventh category of mate-
rials in the general arrangement pattern bore a wide variety of individual-
ized collocation patterns throughout the entire system. Some ordering
logics that were standard among other classification systems were occa-
sionally used. For example, in areas such as biology and zoology, the order
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followed then taxonomic structure as it did in other classification
systems. In the areas of history and political science of individual coun-
tries, the arrangement of the seventh category in the pattern was geogra-
phical as it typically was in other schemes. In most subject areas, however,
arrangement appears to have been based, at least in part, on trends evident
in the way experts viewed their own disciplines.

In only two respects does there appear to have been some overall control
over enumeration in this part of the general arrangement pattern.The first
consisted of a repetition of the sewn-point general arrangement pattern to
subarrange materials related to particular subclasses listed within the
seventh category. When the amount of materials in a particular subclass
listed within the seventh category was large, that subclass was itself subar-
ranged according to the general pattern -- general works enumerated as
categories one through six coming first and specific subdivisions of the
subclass following. The second form of control over enumeration in the
seventh part of the general 'arrangement pattern was the regular use of
practical arrangement devices as a way to subanangesubjects, especially at
more specific levels of the scheme. In other words, where other logics might
provide an overall order to the seventh category for a very broad subject.
specific and detailed subclasses eventually required the use of the practical
devices.

Individualization of subject collocation within particular fields was also
achieved by incorporating variations in the first six categories of Martel's
seven-point pattern and in the use of the practical arrangement devices,
Two factors controlled these kinds of variations. The first was the relative
size of the subject field in terms of the amount of general materials to be
classified. In subject areas such as Education (L) and Political science (J)
which had many general materials, the first six categories were spread over
several double-letter subclasses and were enumerated in great detail. In
subject areas with fewer general materials, the first categories were enumer-
ated in a more sketchy manner. In subject areas with almost no general
materials, the first six categories were often allowed to coalesce into the
single subcategory "general works" which stood for any item that would
ordinarily haw den included in the first six categorks.

The same expansive or coalescing approach to enumeration was used with
the practical devices. For example, when only the barest structure of
historical chronological periods was needed, classifiers used a minimal
number of historical subcategories. When, however, the number of mate-
rials was larger, the pattern was regularly expanded by incorporating
arrays of more specific time periods. The mostimportant consideration in
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the process was determining what was needed for the materials at hand.
The same reasoning dictated why geographical subdivision patterns var-
ied so greatly throughout the scheme.A classifier simply did not need to
enumerate all the countries of the world nor was there need to enumerate
them in the same way if they were unnecessary for the topic at hand. As
more materials were acquired which necessitated greater detail in subdivi-
sion, the expansive nature of these various patterns would allow new
subdivisions to be inserted at their appropriate places.

The second factor controlling the variable enumeration of general mate-
rials categories and practical devices was the peculiar needs of the subject
area itself. For example, only a relatively limited number of subject areas
notably, those in the Social sciences (H-L) and in Medicine, Agriculture
and technologies (R,S,T) had general materials on the aspect "Law, regu-
lations and state relations," the fifth category in Martel's seven-point
pattern. Where not needed, it was not listed. In contrast, the fifth category
was so important to topics such as Education (L) and Forestry (SD), that
one will not only find it enumerated in great detail, but also removed from
the general materials section altogether and placed with the specific subdi-
visions (i.e., the seventh category in, the seven-I °int pattern) of the respec-
tive subject areas. In many other places, the terminology used to indicate
general categories of materials or specific elements of those groups was
changed to reflect the special slant of the topical area itself. This is evident,
for example, in the addition of works on "Forest conditions" to the history
category of Forestry (SD) and of works on voyages and expeditions to the
General form divisions of Geology (QE).

The most obvious effect of adapting or tailoring the common arrangement
patterns of the system to the subject collocation needs of particular fields of
knowledge was to make the system appear unsystematic and even disor-
derly when viewed in the form of its printed schedule texts. In that form
one found few of the marks of symmetry common to other notable schemes
of the timesuch devices, for example, as Dewey's standard subdivisions
or Cutter's standard list of countries, both of which functioned as obvious
system-wide arrangement patterns. The Library's new scheme had no
similar system-wide devices because its emphasis on adaptation to particu-
lar fields of knowledge made standardized system-wide devices of that kind
inappropriate.

This seeming lack of overall s).ternatic order was further exacerbated by
the fact that the seven categories of materials that comprised the general
arrangement patternthe key to the scheme's internal structurewere not
always labeled as such in the schedule text. In fact, their identity as clusters
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of materials was never adequately explained to classifiers. This lack of
explanation is important because Martel's list of caption labels for the
categories, if interpreted literally as indicative of only what the labels
themselves mean, would suggest that there was little or no general arrange -
ment pattern at all in the scheme; that, at best, the scheme began with a
basic but limited number of identified types of materials and then sand-
wiched others between them without explaining why they were subject to
notable variations. Finally, not even the practical arrangement devices
which were employed throughout the scheme and which were the most
visible attempts at the use of standard patterns of arrangement, helped to
alleviate the sense of disorder that a classifier encountered. The reason for
this was that the practical devices were not only used in widely varying
ways but were sometimes so intermixed as to make them unrecognizable.
Even more important, the practical devices were actually subsidiary to the
general pattern arrangement. Because that pattern was not obviously
marked, the practical devices were themselves severed from any basic
pattern of order.

Despite the appearance of disorder in the Library's scheme, it retairwd a
high degree of structural integrity. It also had a considerable amount of
redundancy and symmetry in its use of arrangement patterns. But the
redundancy and symmetry of the Library's scheme were not found as
system-wide patterns. Instead, they were limited to sections of the scheme
such as single schedules or to groups of schedules that approximated
specialized areas of knowledge. One will find, for example, that the ar-
rangement of the materials- fetfteet-to the historyxtf-particular-conntrirs-
(D-E-F) forms a definable pattern that varies for the most part only in the
time period ttequired for each country and in the amount of detail neces-
sary at very specific levels. The same may be said of the political science
materials of particular countries ( J) and of the materials related to particu-
lar philosophers (B) and particular educational institutions (L). The two
latter examples are important because they illustrate the practice of captur-
ing a repetitious collocation pattern applicable to a section of the scheme
in the form of a set of auxiliary tables. The tables represented a single
pattern enumerated in differing degrees of fullness that were then to be
applied throughout the section. They were limited in application to the
portion of the scheme for which they were devised, however, rather than
being applicable throughout the entire system.

Summary

Collocation patterns employed in the foregoing manner represented a
striking extension of the task of classification. Other schemes, having
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begun with a model in which the universe of knowledge was conceptual-
ized as a unitary and cohesive structure, made the collocation patterns of
particular subject areas subservient to that idea. In practice this meant that
the enumeration of individual subject areas was made to fit the standard-
ized arrangement patterns that preserved the symmetry of the entire
scheme, regardless of whether that met the collocation needs of each such
area. In contrast, the new scheme of the Library of Congress, while tacitly
recognizing the ideal of a unitary universe of subjects, assigned an even
greater importance to recognizing the unique characterof particular fields
of knowledge. Furthermore, instead of enumerating the subjects of partic-
ular areas to fit standardized collocation patterns that preserved the model
of a unitary and symmetrical scheme, classifiers at the Library adapted
standardized collocation patterns to serve what was considered to be the
special needs of the particular areas of knowledge. By approaching the
subject access task this way, classifiers at the Library were able to grapple
more readily with one of the most significant changes to overtake subject
access work during that periodthe rise of specializations in the world of
scholarship.

The practical work of encapsulating this change in how fields of knowl-
edge were viewed in a classification scheme represented little more, of
course, than a first step in a new direction in subject classification work.
More important, the resulting scheme incorporated serious weaknesses
that would only become apparent in future decades. The idea of special
areas of knowledge, which was only at an early stage of development when
the Library's scherne-was-beinfrrreated, would later become so extended
that what Hanson and Martel considered an adequate breakdown of the
entire universe of knowledge in terms of special fields would- later -bon
considered as rigid and unacceptable to change as earlier schemes must
have seemed to Hanson and Martel. In the same way, the willingness of the
architects of the Library's scheme to appeal to the idea of user convenience
as a rationalization for particular collocation decisions would later be
extended in a way not envisioned in the beginning, eventually becoming as
much a weakness to the growth of the scheme as it had once been a strength.
Finally, the lack of a plain method of marking the scheme's internal
structure would eventually lead to disregard for that structure in favor of
increasing numbers of decisions about subject collocation that were with-
out any systematic basis. Hanson and Martel-would have had little aware-
ness of such future developments, however. For them, the collocation
patterns they devised must have seemed a singular triumph.
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PROGRESS ON THE CLASSIFICATION: 1901-11

Actual progress on the classification during its first decade can be viewed in
terms of three interrelated activities: (1) the development of tentative sche-
dules; (2) the reclassification of the existing collections and the classifica-
tion of new works under the provisions of the tentative schedules; and (3)
the preparation of the schedules for publication.

Tentative Schedules

The process began with the development of tentative schedules. The
arrangement of the books of each subject area in the general order of the
older jeffersonian system provided a starting point for the consideration of
the new arrangement. Bibliographies, treatises and comprehensive histo-
ries related to the subject area; catalogs of existing collections; the sche-
dules of other general classification schemes; and, occasionally, the views
of specialists outside the Library were also available for determining the
scope and topical sequence of any particular subject area. In addition, the
sheer physical activity of sorting books into groups may well have played
an important role in the process. This is suggested by the fact that a
significant number of the categories in Martel's basic seven-point arrange-
ment pattern are precisely those categories which would be most obvious
in the physical handling and visual examination of booksthe physical
publication format of items or such aspects of book topics as their history,
philosophy, study and teaching, each of which is commonly represented
by prominent title keywords. Eventually, these various sources of informa-
tion led to an initial, though tentative, arrangement and notation which
was then set forth in the form of a working draft.

Reclassifiattion and Cbssification

After a tentative arrangement was established, the second activity of the
process beganthe actual classification of the books at hand. Classifica-
tion involved assigning appropriate lass symbols to each-work and shelf
listing the individual volumes within the classes. It started with the reclas-
sification of the older works in the collection. But as the numbers of older
books to be reclassified diminished, increasing numbers of current acquisi-
tions could then also be classified until, eventually, almost nothing
remained except current purchases.

The second activity, particularly the reclassification of the older collection,
also served as a test of the tentative arrangements because it enabled the
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classifiers to identify places where changes were needed. The process of
classification was clearly experimental and largely inductive in this
respect. Martel later emphasized this when he desaibed the revised sched-
ules that were derived from the process as "the results of the experience
gained both in the first application of the schedules in reclassification and
in later continued use in classifying new books?'" He went on to note,
however, that the classifiers were actually guided by a very practical consid-
eration. The details of arrangement were to be based on the books
themselvesi.e., on characteristics actually and obviously in the books
that would produce appropriate and useful classification categories
rather than on some ideal or theoretical structuring ofa particular subject
area. Martel wrote:

A certain ideal was kept in view but it was a practical one. The ambition
was to make the best of an unrivaled opportunity and to produce a
classification in which the theory and history of the subjects as repre-
sented in a great collection of books should constitute theprincipal basis
for the construction of the scheme, compared and combined of course
with their presentation as derived from other classifications and treatises.
It was recognized beforehand and confirmed over and over again in the
course of the undertaking that no amount of preliminary study, consul-
tation and taking pains in the preparation of the provisional draft could
produce other than a largely theoretical scheme, more or less adequate
and unsatisfactory until modified in application. A clearer and wider
view of many a problem provisionally disposed of would often present
itself as class after class was conscientiously worked over, discovering
new aspects and relations of certain subjects or the same relations in a
different light and making it desirable and sometimes necessary to revise
an earlier decision and adopt a better solution."

Making the books themselves the practical focus of the classification
process had the positive effect of closely tailoring the resulting scheme to
the specific needs of the book collections at hand. But it also had the
negative effect of limiting the scope of the scheme by not requiring the
elaboration of subject areas or the specification of topics if they were not
needed. To the extent that the collection itself was skewed in its propor-
tions, so also did the scheme become skewed rather than balanced and
symmetrical in its overall structure.

Focusing primarily on the books themselves also affected the treatment of
large numbers of books that represented combination topics. Combination
topics were those that brought together closely allied subjects from differ-
ent general classes. Martel found such combinations to be particularly
troublesome because they made it necessary to decide under which of the
combined subjects a book should be placed. Unlike catalogs which could
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represent particular books in more than one place or at least to refer easily
from one part of a combination topic to another, shelf classification had to
choose between the topics because books could not be physically present in
more than one place. But choosing between the topics appeared in turn to
tndercut the commonly understood goal of classification to gather
together all the books that treated the same subject because regardless of
which subject in a combination was chosen for the gathering point,
scattering would occur from the standpoint of the other topic.

Martel noted that the scattering of some subject combinations war inevita-
ble. He appears to have had in mind such works as those on the history, or
the study and teaching of, say, chemistry and insurance, which ordinarily
would be entered as aspects in the chemistry and insurance sections rather
than being gathered together under history and education. In his thinking,
scattering of this kind was justified because "different phases of the same
subject may be of primary interest in different classes. and the formula 'one
subject one class' does or should not apply in such cases."41

Of course, considering History, and Study and teaching as aspects of other
subjects and not primarily as subjects to be gathered together in their own
right was an established convention by the turn of the century. Within the
enumerative classification movement of which the Library of Congress
Classification was a part, however, it was rapidly being discovered that not
only did countless other such combinations exist but that they were"con-
tinually formed in new variety." And for each new combination dis-
covered, a decision had to be made as to which was to be considered the
primary subject and which the aspect that should be scattered. In the
development of the Library's scheme, making such decisions became part
of the general inductive and experimental process. Furthermore, the final
choices especially depended on the kinds of works involvedwhether, for
example, they were scientific treatises in which the disciplinary orienta-
tion of the aspect topic was clear, or popular works in which the orienta-
tion was blurred. Martel's description of the process is instructive not only
because it portrays how strong the tendency was to try to find gathering
points for various topics but because of the obviously pragmatic rather
than systematic procedure involved.

There is for example the literature of "Town and city planning"belong-
ing to Engineering, Architecture, Economics, Sociology, Political
science and History. These classes are represented by scientific treatises
as a rule typical and well defined in scope. But there are numbers of
popular works of mixed character tending to obliterate the distinction
between the groups classified in different places. After a time the general
(mixed) literature of such subjects may take a more or less decided turn
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toward one or anon of the special classes which may then by fixed
upon as the general or main plore, and it may become advisable to
abandon some of the special classillcatians naming them into references.
and preferring but one place for the books kn the shelf.*

One striking result of the foregoing procedure was to place certain topics
in locations that were illogical when compared to what a systematic
approach might have dictated. Another result was to greatly extend the
process of creating new schedules by putting off the final acceptance of any
particular schedule until the need abated to it orate new subject place-
ment decisions that arose as other were arranged. Extending
the process of creating finalized ales was unavoidable because limits
in the size of the Library' 'ficatkar staff and the press of other duties
made it necessary to different parts of the new scheme in a sequen-
tial manner than all at the same time. That sequence, portrayed in
figure ?sally followed the order History, Science and Technology,

science, and, finally, Fine arts, and Language and Literature.
Sequential reclassification meant that the way one subject area impinged
on another might not even be known until weeks, months or even years had
passed. Accordingly, decisions regarding the placement of books on com-
bination subjects would then have to be corrected at those later dates when

/ conflicts became apparent or when a final gathering point became clear.
Some indication of the amount of that kind of change is reflected in the
number of "transfers" recorded during the first decade (see fig. 6).
Transfers indicated the movement of volumes from one place to another
after reclassification had been in progress. During the years 1903-10, when
reclassification accounted for an average of about 68,000 volumes annually
(an annual average of 46% of all classification work), transfers amounted to
an annual average of more than 7000 volumes or almost 5% of all classifica-
tion work and nearly 11% of all reclassification work (see fig. 6).

Publication

The third and final interrelated step in the creation of the new scheme was
the publication of the indiviegual schedules. Publication was an important
step because it represented the completion of a schedulei.e., the point at
which the number of changes in a schedule fell to a low enough point for
the classifiers to accept it as a final or nearly final version. For the four
schedules issued by 1905 (E-F, T., 1W, and Qsee figs. 5, 7) this appears to
have been a natural process, because there does not appear to have been any
other pressure for publishing them. The publication of still other sched-
ules occurred, however, not because they had reached a state of complete
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acceptance by
librarian of

classifiers, but rather because Herbert Putnam, the
t to have them issued.

As noted earlier here, Putnam was not originally sanguine about the
Library's develownent of its own scheme. He was also more than aware of
the uniquenets of his Library's new shelf system. In later contrasting that
uniqueness with the Library's card catalog, he stated

In contrast with the can catalog of the Library which owing to the sale of
the printed ands is a matter of general concern to libraries, the classifica-
tion of our collections was assumed to bed concern solely moursehces--
that is, to the efficient administration of the Library within itself. Upon
this assumption the scheme adopted has been devised with reference ( I)
to the character and probabledevelopment of our own collections, (2) to
its operation by our own staff, (3) to the character and habits of our own
Traders, and (4) to the usages in vogue here, a distinguishing feature of
which is the freedom of access to the shelves granted to serious
investigators.
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With these considerations the resultant scheme, while organic in the
sense that certain fundamentals were the basis of each schedule. is
unsymmetrical, since each schedule was devised with reference to its own
utilities (as applied tothat particular group of material) rather than with
reference to its proportionate part in an integral whole.''

Because of the uniqueness of the scheme. neither Putnam nor the Library's
staff considered it likely that other libraries would find it of more than
passing interest. They were surprised, therefore, that from an early date a
stream of inquiries were received regarding it. Some librarians simply
wanted to be able to use it as a reference tool in order codetermine how the
Library of Congress dealt with particular subjects. For others, the scheme
was useful for explaining the meaning of the new classification numbers
that began appearing on the printed catalog cards made available by the
Library. Finally, there were libraries that even by the end of the ckcack had
derided to adopt the system for their own use For the latter, finding
information about the particular schedules was important. The only way
the Library could meet such requests was cumbersome-circulating ma
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typescript drafts of indixadual schedules to other libraries with the provi-
sion that they could copy them. In 1910, in order to meet the need, Putnam
ordered the remaining schedules printed regardless of the state they were
in.
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Hanson and Martel were not enthusiastic about the decision because it
forced the acceptance of Owe., ies that in their opinion still needed signifi-
cant improvement through experimentation. Martel later couched this
concern in terms of degrees of perfection that might have been obtained:

It may be admitted that with all the efforts spent in improving the
schemes in the light of further experience an approach to the ideal in
mind has been realized if at all only in a slight and imperfect degree. On
the other hand that degree might have been advanced materially if
printing could have been postponed until all the schedules were com-
pleted. Many omissions, imperfections and inconsiswncies might have
been eliminated if there had been more time.... Whether the principle
adopted and the manner and extent of its application were in the line of
progress remains perhaps for the future to demonstrate.°

The reason the process of bringing the schedules to a better state took so
long was the need for the classifiers to divert their energies to other needed
activities, not the least of which was classifying the increasing numbers of
current acquisitions. From 1904 to 1908 these ranged from about 68,000 to
nearly 75,00Q volumes a year (see fig. 6). New acquisitions of that magni-
tude represented nearly one-half of all items classified and a significant
increase over earlier years. The chief difficulty in dealing with new acquisi-
tions was that where the new scheme was unfinished, new materials had to
be classified in the older scheme that was being supplanted. This consti-
tuted a double effort because publications placed in the older scheme
would later have to be reclassified into the new one. The number of
volumes that had to be handled in this manner may be seen in the yearly
totals for "new accessions in old classification" (see fig. 6).

Despite these difficulties, a concerted effort produced twelve new schedules
and one in a second edition during the years 1910 and 1911 (see figs. 5 and
7). Premature publishing left two of the schedules incomplete (G lacked
subclasses GR-GT and provisions for maps and atlases; H lacked subclass
HT); and another (A) was sufficiently provisional in nature that a revised
edition had to be issued shortly thereafter. Still, even Martel, impressed by
the progress being made, predicted in mid-1911 that all the remaining
schedules would be completed within a year.. As it turned out, that goal
took several more decades.

CLASSIFICATION DEVELOPMENT: 1912-30

The years from 1912 to 1930 constituted the second era in the growth of the
new classification system of the Library. This period was marked by three
important characteristics that affected the scheme: (1) the decline and
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slowdown in reclassification production, (2) changing general conditions
within the Library, and (3) increased difficulty in reclassification itself.

Decline and Slowdown in Reclassificatam Production

The most obvious characteristic of the second era is that the reclassification
of the older collection declined and slowed. This factor is reflected in
reclassification production totals for the period (see fig. 8). For the years
1911 and 1912, the number of volumes reclassified annually dropped by
almost one-half to an average of 36,000 volumes a year-32,000 volumes
less than the annual average of the previous eight years. Thereafter, totals
fell at a steady rate. The annual average for 1913-15 was just over 19,000
volumes; for 1916-21, just under 14,000 volumes; and for 1922-29 just under
5000 volumes. After the latter date, reclassification totals became
negligible.

The decline in those totals was not unusual because any reclassification
project is expected to eventually wind down. Here, however, the decline
also represented a notable slowdown. An estimated 670,000 volumes had
been reclassified between 1898 and 1911, and of that total about 620,000
volumes were completed during the ten-year period from 1902 to 1911.w
But, it took another ten years (1912-21) to add only another 174,000
volumes to the original total. And ham 1922 to 1929, just before reclassifi-
cation totals became insignificant, barely 35,000 additional volumes were
completed. In other words, 17 additional years were required to add
approximately one-third again as many volumes as had been reclassified
during the first decade of the twentieth century.

The general slowdown particularly affected the reclassification of two
principal sections remaining in the project: Languages and literature, and
Religion." The first of these areas (schedule letter P) was begun in 1906
with the reclassification of fiction in English (PZ). General literary studies
and English and American literature (PN, PR, PS), particularly the latter
which Martel considered, "the most important from the standpoint of the
reference service and the service of the printed catalogue cards,"" were
begun in 1909, completed early in 1912, and accounted for an estimated
25,000 to 30,000 volumes. Reclassification of these sections also did away
with the largest single remaining group of current acquisitions regularly
added to the old classification. But the remainder of the P section was not
completed until 1921. Reclassification of works on Religion was not begun
until 1917. It took twelve years (1917-28) to convert some 81,000 volutnes to
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the new scheme and that did not account for all of that class. Other sections
of lesser extent such as the remaining sections uf schedules C, G and H also
took extended periods of time to complete.
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asanging Mary Conditions
The decline and slowdown of reclassification were ultimately related to
changing general conditions in the Library. Personnel changes and losses
were notable during the entire period. During the war years (1917-18)
significant numbers of the entire library staff left for war service and from
1919 to 1924 low salaries caused a high turnover rate particularly among
lower level personnel. In 1921 alone, 15 of 19 classification division
employees (mostly shelflisms, etc.) transferred out of the section or, as was
more often the case, left the Library altogether for positions elsewhere that
were estimated to pay salaries from 20% to 100% higher. Federal reclassifica-
tion of library positions in 1925 served to stabilize the staff and enable the
Library to obtain a better grade of personnel. But staffing among depart-
ments continued to be uneven. For example, increases in the staff of the
Cataloging Division, made to accommodate a significant rise in new
acquisitions, were not matched by staff increases in the Classification
Division. In order for the latter to keep up with the work of the Cataloging
Division on new accessions, reclassification work was all but discontinued
beginning in 1929.53

Increases in new accessions, of which the significant rise in the mid-1920s
was only one example, formed another important general condition that
affected the reclassification project. The classification of new accessions
during the period from 1903 to 1910 had averaged 71,000 volumes annu-
ally, although for some of those years more than cme-half of the new
accessions had to be placed temporarily in the old classification scheme.
From 1911 to 1917 the yearly average jumped to nearly 79,000 volumes, by
then more than 90% being placed in the new scheme (see fig. 8). After two
low years (1918-19) at 58,000 volumes annually, the yearly average again
rose. In 1926 it jumped to well over 80,000 volumes, and in 1929 it topped
90,000 volumes. The expansion of the collection was an important expres-
sion of the Library's fundamental purpose. But dramatic increases in new
accessions, when combined with the personnel difficulties already noted,
could only have had dire results. For example, neither the Cataloging
Division nor the Classification Division could process all of the new
accessions. As a result, a significant backlog of uncataloged and unclassi-
fied new accessions began to accumulate by the and of this period.

Reclassification and work on the new scheme were affected even more
directly. For example, the reclassification of religious materials tame to a
virtual standstill during the last half of 1921 and its shelflisting lagged
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seriously behind during other years. The 1921 situation prompted
Clarence W. Per ley, the division chief, to express some of the frustration
involved:

Should this condition not improve in the coining year some change of
policy would seem to be indicated. The work of reclassification should
not, in our opinion, be halted for the sake of putting on the shelf
miscellaneous material of inferior quality'

The situation did not improve substantially so that eight years later Perky
could report little more than the same situation:

With the recent substantial increase in our catalog division which our
classification division has not shared but has been obliged to follow,
with unequal steps, we have been hard pressed to keep up with the daily
routine of classification with little or no time kw improvincour schemes,
except as new subdivisions were actually forced upon us.

Personnel changes and significant increases in new accessions directly
affected the reclassification project and work on the new scheme. An
indirect factor that affected both matters was the expansion of the Library's
ov Tall program to include other activities and programs. One of the most
im: 'rant of these was the creation of the Legislative Reference Bureau in
1914. Another was the Library's involvement by the late 1920s in cultural
programs. And still another was the Library's acquisition of foundation
grants for special bibliographical projects. None of these programs caused
any new policy to be formulated with respect to reclassification and the
new scheme. But they did stand as reminders that there was more to the
Library than simply the technical organization of its collection. And to the
extent that such programs captured ever larger proportions of the Library's
administrative support, interest and operating funds, the reclassification
project, and with it the finishing of the classification scheme, was bound to
suffer.54

Increasing Difficulty in Reclassificatior

A third major characteristic of the period from 1912 to 1930 that affected the
development of the new classification scheme was the growing difficulty of
the reclassification process itself. During the first decacde or so, reclassifi
cation often dealt with large blocks of materials that were transferred to the
new schemes in a relatively direct way. These kinds of materials were
comparatively easy to reclassify and accounted for much of the early
accomplishments of the project. This situation was particularly the case
with large groups of materials on related subjects such as those in some of
the sciences, and with large collections of similar forms of materials such as
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the serial documents of subclass J in Political Science. They might well
have needed ft-arrangement within the block, but at least they constituted
cohesive groups and could be reclassified en masse.

As the subject areas with these related kinds of materials were annpleted,
those that remained were the more difficult items to classify consisting of
specialized works that were drawn from various places in the older scheme.
These materials often required the creation of either new classes or class
arrangements that were unique. They represented "volume for volume a
much greater expenditure of work and time. "'

One example of this kind of material consisted of works on Folklore and
Manners, and customs, both closely related but difficult to classify. Both
were bypassed in the original reclassification process and neither were
apparently finished until 1914.58 Another example consisted of works on
American political history, the slavery issue, and Negroes in the United
States. The mrjority of these works had been widely scattered in the old
Jeffersonian scheme, especially in chapter 16 (Ethics) and in the several
parts of chapter 25 (Politics). Reclassifying them was difficult because
those with essentially different disciplinary orientations needed to be
separated. It was also difficult because of the policy in the new scheme of
placing subjects with local historical emphases under the local place
throughout the historical schedule. This meant not only that they would
be scattered but they had to be carefully examined on an individual basis.
In the end, the reclassification of these materials was extended from 1908 to
1912 and delayed the completion of HT (Communities, Classes, and
Races). They also caused a major revision of work already ccwnpleted in the
E-F section (American history).58

Another type of material to be reclassified that required considerable time
and patience consisted of the form classes in the old scheme: those parts of
Chapters 2-4 that contained Biography, Chapter 36 containing volumes of
Letters and dialogues, Chapter 40 containing Collected works, and Chap-
ter 41 containing volumes of Essays. In the old scheme Biography had been
intermixed with other works of history and the other materials had been
gathered together purely on the basis of the forms they represented. In the
new scheme all such works were first classified according to their subject
orientation and only then subarranged by their form. For example, biogra-
phies were placed in the subject area most closely related to the work of the
biographee and then subarranged in the History cluster of that section.
Collected works were placed in the subject area most closely related to their
topical contents and subarranged in the General forms division cluster of
that section. The only works that were placed in pure form catagories in
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the new scheme were those exhibiting no particular subject bias, although
even then they were sometimes placed in national literature sections.
Because the scattering was extensive, each work in the older scheme had to
be closely examined; and this, unlike earlier groups of materials, was very
time-consuming. Their reclassificationbegun in 1913took more than
two years to coMplete and directly affected the completion of the schedule
subclasses CS (Genealogy), and CF (Collective biography).6tt

A final type of material difficult to handle was that which was written in,
or dealt with, foreign languages, particularly nonwestern languages and
those written in non-Latin alphabets. Most of cheese materials fell into the
schedule and included works on the philology and linguistics of the
languages and of the literature of the language. With the exception of
subclass PZ (Fiction in English), which was reclassified between 1906 and
1908, work on the majority of die P schedules began in earnest only in 1910
when Walter F. Koenig joined efforts with Martel to devise appropriate
schedules for the materials.

Koenig, whose background included studies at the University of Leipzig
and a Ph.D. degree from the University of Pennsylvania, had a thorough
command of German, French, Latin, ancient and modern Greek, Italian,
Spanish, Portuguese, and Dutch; a "cataloging knowledge" of Danish,
Swedish, and Norwegian; and some familiarity with Russian, Polish,
Bohemian, Serbo-Croatian, and Rumanian. As a result of his expertise, he
exercised extraordinary influence over both the reclassification of these
materials and the creation of schedules for them."

The original plan was to place all philological materials in subclasses
P-PM and the corresponding literature of the languages in PN -PZ. The
arrangement of the parallel sections was to be General materials (P /PN);
Classical languages and literature (PA/PP); modern European languages
and literatures in the order Celtic, Romance, Germanic (including Eng-
lish), Slavic, etc. (PB- PH /PQ -PV); and oriental, etc. (PJ-PM/PX); with PZ
(Fiction in English) placed at the end. It also seems to have been the
intention to proceed through the schedule in a logical manner (if not in
one sequence, then at least in two parallel sequences) and to produce a
single schedule text.° Work began on language materials first, therefore,
and although most of these were completed within the first year (1910),
serious problems were encountered.

First, lack of familiarity with languages other than western European
made it necessary to lay aside the philological works on some of those
languages for later treatment. For the African, Arabic and Indic languages
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this proved of little importance because there were relatively few materials
in those areas to reclassify. It was much more of a problem for Slavic
languages where materials were much more numerous."

Second, the repetitious nature of the types of materials to be arranged for
each of the various languages promised to make the overall enumeration of
the language subclasses very lengthy. Inordinate schedule length had
previously been a problem chiefly in the history schedules (13-F) where,
despite similarities between the general order of topics under each country,
differing time periods and other special subtopics required each country to
be enumerated separately. In other places, enumeration of redundant types
of patterning had been controlled by the use of special tables that could be
applied here and there throughout a particular schedule. The use of such
tables had generally been limited to lists of countries or, as in the case of
educational materials, lists of materials by and about particular institu-
tions. Because of tilt uniformity of divisions in the language area, however,
the entire range of subcategories applicable so any particular language,
including those found in the whole range of Martel's seven-point basic

.arrangement pattern, were standardized in the form of a series of tables of
varying fullness that could be applied to any language. As a result, the
language schedules incorporated the most thorough use of standardization
in the entire scheme up to that point. Although the tables were not applied
as consistently as they could have beenparticular languages were some
times enumerated in the schedule text with specific changes in the order or
content of the tablesthe standardization that the tables represented did
constitute an important departure in the design of the system."

Third, the decision to organize the works of individual literary authors
alphabetically within stated time periods in the iliesature sections also
proved to be difficult. Obscure authors, often considerable in number, had
to be identified and works both by them and about them had to be
organized in a logical manner. In addition, assigning integer notational
sequences to individual authors was troublesome because of the need to
identify all of an author's writings whether or not the Library owned them.
Failure to identify all the works of an author in that kind of situation
would have resulted in allocating an insufficient number of integers to that
author. And that would have required in turn the reassignment of other
authors' sequences at a future date. Needless to say, this process was also
more difficult when classifiers were not thoroughly familiar with the
literature in question.

Several solutions to these problems made the resulting literature schemes
unique. Authors in any one period were enumerated in the schedules.
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Although it was later claimed in the preface to the English and American
literature schedules that such enumeration was meant only "to furnish an
aid to classification and not to give a complete list of authors represented in
these of the library's collections," nearly complete enumeration became
something of a standard practice.° Martel aim:co-rated the device of assign-
ing a series of authors in a short alphabetical sequence to a particular
integer in the notation and then subarranging them alphabetically by the
second letter of their last names. This allowed the use of a full range of
"Cutter" numbers after the integer rather than the limited range that was
represented by the first letter of the names and that was already symbolized
by the integer. The result of the device was to make the notation capable of
accommodating large numbers of authors listed in -any one place .°
Finally, in order to expedite subarrangement, two bask arrangement
patterns ware created, one for materials related to an author in general, the
other for materials related to particular works of an author. These patterns
were then put forth in tables of varying fullness for application to different
parts of the author enumeration according to how much notational space
had been allocated to the author or work in question.

A fourth problem encountered in reclassifying the P section was the
discovery that reclassifying literary materials in the logical order of the
scheme was impractical. The greatest number of older materials and new
accessions and those most needed in the Library's "service" were those
consisting of works covering literature in general, general works (literary
history and collections) in English. French, and German, and the works of
particular English and American authors. In contrast, Classical literature,
the logical starting point. had fewer materials and was needed less often.
Reclasssific-ation of the mow numerous and needed literary materials was
begun first in 1911. English and American literature were subsequently
completed by 1912. French and most of German literature by 1913.P

A fifth and final problem encountered in completing the language and
literature area was the difficulty of classifying the literature of unfamiliar
foreign languages. One result of this was the need to call on a wide range of
specialists, some of whom were outside the Classification Division, to help
with the work. Another result was to reclassify literature in a practical
rather than systematic order dictated by such factors as the availability of
experts, the ease with which a schedule might be written, and the amount
and importance to the Library's circulation of the materials to be re-lassi-
fied. In this respect. Scandinavian literatures were delayed until 1916-17
after some of the Slavic literatures had been completed. Classical literature,
which was to have been worked on first, did not have a schedule made until
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1917 and its reclassification was not completed until about 1920. And some
materials, notably Russian and Hebrew literature, were not comokted at
all during this era.es The last two problems eventually contributed to a
change in the order of the" schedule. Only major literatures were placed in
PN to PZ. Others, worked on simultaneously with their language mate-
rials, were placed with the latter in P to PM.

New Sdsedules. 1912-30

The three characteristics of the second era had a distinct effect on efforts to/
produce additional new schedules for the system. Although the remainder
of the original set of schedules (i.e., all but P, BLBX, and K) weir
completed and published by 1916 (see fig. 7), that task was not accomp-
lished without difficulty. The remaining pans of the G and H schedules as
well as the C schedule were published in 1915. The first two, though small.
WIC more than four years in preparation and were eventually published
separately as pamphlets. Schedule C was delayed because of theiengthy
reclassification of biography. When issued, it lacked subclass (Epi-
graphy) which could not be completed because of its relation ip to the
delayed classical literature schedule. Schedule D, one of the firm areas to be
reclassified, was not published until 1916 because extensive revisions in the
text were needed to reconcile differences caused by it having been done "at
different times and by different peopk...."69

The schedules for Language and literature and for Religion took even
longer. In order not to delay what had already been completed, subclasses
PN, PR, PS. and PZ were issued together as a separate publication in 1915,
four years after the reclassification of those materials was completed. But
that was the only portion of the P section to be treated with dispatch. In
1920 Clarence Perley suggested the possibility of issuing the remainder as
quickly as possible "as manuscript"i.e., without editing. How-
eve, Walter Koenig, the overseer and principal r of the P schedule,
was too conscientious a scholar to allow that to happen. Instead, he
directed his energies to edit meticulously the schedule beginning with
subclasses P and PA. The product of his labor eventually elicited praise
from both Perky and Hanson. Its scholarly character represented an
opportunity to offset criticisms of the pragmatic character of the scheme in
general. But Koenig's approach took an inordinate amount of time, a
matter exac!rbated by the press of the regular wink of the division. Further-
more, when the P-PA portion was finally sent tp the government printing
office in 1924, funding for the Library was at a how ebb and printing of new
schedules was set aside. The P-PA schedule ultimately remained "in pressr



until its publication at the end of 1928. It was eventually to be the only
other portion of the P schedule published in this period. Publication of the
Religion schedule (BL-BX) also suffered frost the same shortage of funds,
its delay extending from 1921 when it was completed to 1927 when it was
published."

Additions and Chum's, 191240

Another major influence on the scheme was the need to make additions
and changes to those schedules that had already been published. Additions
and a reasonable number of changes could be expected with the normal
growth of the library's collections. But the fact that some of the schedules
had been published before much of the reclassification project had been
finished and others had been rushed through the press before tbeir arrange-
ment was completed made the problem critical. In some cases, important
categories of materials had to be omitted. In other cases, new materials
required substantial revisions in schedule arrangements." The latter was
particularly the case when difficult materials bypassed earlier in the pro-
ject were reclassified and when special acquisitions involving thousands of
volumes such as the Toner collection of Americana and the Yudin collec-
tion of Russian language materials were classified.

The need to make extensive additions and changes might have been
handled as an internal matter had the earliest relationship of the scheme to
the larger community of libraries remained unchanged, that is, as a general
reference source for classification information. By 1916, however, at least
43 other libraries were actually using the scheme to arrange their own
collections. By 1930 that total had reached 131 libraries (including 19 in
foreign countries), most of which served a scholarly clientele."

The use of the scheme by a growing number of other libraries meant that
information about additions and changes was critical and that a way of
disseminating it had to be found. The Library's first response to that need
was to reissue previously published schedules in new editions with addi-
tions and changes integrated in their texts. The first such revision was the Z
schedule published in a second edition in 1910. Thereafter, the Library
concentrated on reissuing all of the schedules that had originally been
published by 1911. By 1929 all except B-BJ (philosophy) and V (naval
science) had been republished in second and even third editions (see fig.7).

In many cases, the additions and changes incorporated into the new
editions were no greater in number or significance than might be expected
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from -the normal growth of a pragmatic classification system. Other
changes resulted from continued reclassification and recataloging. In
some of the latter instances the revisions were substantial in nuriber or
scope. For example, a second edition. c4 schedule A in 1915 incorporated
changes made when the form classes of the old scheme were reclassified.
The second edition of schedule E-F in 1913 incorporated expansions
related to the reclassification of works on American political history and
extensive reference notes. Other new editions represented substantial revi-
sions of terminology (H) or categories (3 vind R). Still others included large
numbers of new material such as the greatly expanded index in schedule S.
Two second editions also incorporated sections of schedules that had been
issued separately at first: H (1920) included HT. and G (1928) included
GR-GT. And issuing D501-659 covering World War I (1921) took the form
of a pattern followed earlier with HT 7401 GR-GT the separate publica-
tion of an addendum to an already published schedule. Schedule D had
originally been published in 1916. Because the part covering the World
War was a cohesive section rather than a series of categories scattered
throughout the schedule text and because schedule D was not only large in
size but still available, publishing D501-659 separately was an expedient
move designated to save money and time.

Disseminating informatics on additions and changes in this way was a
notable service to users of the scheme especially since revisions were
integrated into the texts. But ultimately the method proved to have serious
drawbacks. For one thing, even under the best of circumstances a new
edition would only be issued years after many of the initial revisions had
actually been made. A delay of this kind was partly due to the amount of
labor required to prepare a revision and partly due to the need to allow the
stock of a previous edition to become depleted before a new edition was
issued. Another difficulty with this method was that the amount of time
required to prepare the new editions removed staff from the reclassification
project and from the preparation of other schedules not yet issued. Some
idea of the activity of reissuing older schedules may be seen in figure 9
where new publications and reissues are compared chronologically. The
most critical period was from 1921 to 1929 when ten new editions (includ-
ing three third editions) and the suppkment to schedule D were issued
while the publication of a oamrleted P schedule and the reclassification of
and preparation of a schedule for peligious materials languished. Of
course, some of the delay in publishing the P schedule was due to Koenig's
slow progress in editing the text and to serious shortages of funds. Still.
even when funds and time were available, priority was given to the publi-
cation of revised editions. In 1924 a second edition of 3 (Political science)
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was produced and PPA allowed to while in 1928 three
second editions (G, S and U) we're issued P-PA.
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Fig. 9. New Schedules Compared to New Editions, 1912-1929
(Chronological)

The fact that an increase in publishing new editions of older schedules
occurred by the end of the 1920s did not obviate the drawbacks to this
method of dissemination. In fact, a combination of significant increases in
new accessions beginning in 1926, persistent shortages of classification
personnel, and the gradual shift in focus of the Library's activities to a
brcroder range of nontechnical programs ultimately made this procedure as
difficult to accomplish as that of finishing the incomplete P schedule. Asa
result, a less expensive and time-consuming approach to the task was
finally devisedthe publication of additions and changes in a form separ-
ate from the schedules themselves and issued in a reasonably regular
manner. When Clarence W. Per ley first mentioned this possibility in 1926,
he proposed that they be issued in the form of a list much like the
supplement to the subject heading list. When the first issue of additions
and changes did,come out in 1928, however, it too!: two different forms: the
first on printed Cards much in the same ways that descriptive cataloging
nay changes were issued; the second on gummed sli that could be placed
in the appropriate places in the schedule volumes.
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In many respects, attempts to create a more efficient approach to the
dissemination of information about additions and-changes was a positive
attempt to adjust to rapidly changing general conditions in the Library.
Those more general changes were so striking that one may conclude they
represented the end of an era both in the life of the Library and in the
development of the Library's classification scheme. The latter was no
longer the "new" system it had once been. Moreover, the reclassification
project upon which its development was based had, with few exceptions,
finally become only a relatively minor part of the Library's processing
work. As if to emphasize the change taking place, both Charles Martel and
Walter F. Koenig retired in 1930. Their retirements symbolized a cutting of
ties with the past and the ushering in of still another era in the develop-
ment of the system."

CLASSIFICATION DEVELOPMENT: 1930-46AN INTERLUDE

The third era in the development of the present classification system of the
Library of Congress coincided with the last years of Herbert Putnam
(1930-39), the term of Archibald MacLeish (1939-44) and the first two years
of MacLeish's successor, Luther H. Evans (1944-46), as chief administra-
tors of the Library. This period served as an interlude in the development
of the scheme because general conditions in theLibrary made possible only
minimal and intermittent progress on the system. At the same time, the
period was important because it witnessed a broadening of the scope of the
Library and an administrative reorganization that made the broadened
scope viably. The effect of these changes on the classification system laid
the foundation for it to attain national and even international influence.

The Last Years of the Putnam Era: 1930-39

The broadening of the focus of the Library of Congress that began by the
end of World War I came about through the leadership of Herbert Putman.
By that time and throughout the remaining years of his tenure, Putnam's
earlier concern for library technical matters and their dissemination to the
wider library community came to be "overshadowed by his concern with
the 'interpretation' of the [Library's] collections," in which the Library's
role as a center of cultural and scholarly activity was stressed:4

The library's cultural activities helped to expand its overall mission and
enhanced its "national" character. As the decade of the 1930s progressed,
however, the Library increasingly found itself ill-equipped to handle
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them. There had been no administrative reorganization of the Library
since 1902 so that by the 1930s the many new units created to accomplish
particular tasks often overlapped in functions and duties. Files necessary to
accomplish wks were often duplicated by various library units and lines of
work flow and communication became blurred. Putnam's autocratic,
administrative style alsoial lowed no middle managerial structure so that by
the time he retired in 11939 all 35 major internal units of the Library
reported to him separately and directly. In that administrative context,
planning was at a minimum with little assessment of the impact of one
department's special projects on the work flow of others and with almost
no use of statistics for assessing work force needs and. costs. A threefold
increase in new accessions during the 1930s severely aggravated the general
situation and, given the lack of an efficient organizational structure,
resulted by 1940 in more than 1.5 million unprocessed items. In sum, the
1930s saw the internal organization of the Library reach a serious crisis."

Work on the classification scheme suffered equally with work in other
technical areas of the Library. A lack of creative administrative leadership
and discipline seems to have been particularly a problem among the
Library's technical departments, including the Classification Division."
That Division attempted to keep up with the dramatic rise in new acces-
sions but with no significant increases in personnel. Classification work
was further hindered by responsibilities that went beyond regular classifi-
cation and shelflisting. These included book preparation, changing classi-
fication symbols in the public catalog, and assisting the reference
department in locating books. Special projects also siphoned off much
time and energy. Among these were the involvement in the reorganization
of the rare book room and assisting in an inventory of the reading rooms
(both begun in 1930), a special classification effort related to the newly
created Aeronautical Division (beginning in 1931), creation of a union
binding record !beginning in 1933), processing a special group of 10,000
pamphlet-bound documents (1935), involvement in the selection of books
in Spanish and Portuguese (l956), and the merging of the sheet and card
shelflisting records (beginning in 1938). Reclassification as a project also
re-emerged in the midst of this ever more exasperating work load when
some 5000 additional books on religion were processed during 1934-35."

Given this situation, it is surprising that any work at all was accomplished
on the classification scheme. The publication of Library of Congress
Classification: Additions and Changes relieved most of the pressure to
reissue earlier schedules, especially since additions and changes were rela-
tively few in number. The only exceptions to this practice were a second
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edition of the World War I supplement to schedule I), expanded from
1)501.659 to 13501-725 (1933), and a third edition of T made necessary by the
classification of aeronautical materials (1937).79 Through the special
efforts of Clarence W. Perley, several new literature schedules were also
published for the first time ( see fig. 10).11w first, PB-PH, had actually been
receivzd in proof when Walter H. Koenig retired in 1930. Perley finally
managed to get it through tlw press in 1933. Thereafter, in quick succes-
sion and perhaps as a result of being freed from Koenig's meticulous but
slow editorial work, Perley was able to complete PJ -PM (1935), a special
pamphlet of additions and changes to PJ -PM, and Index to Languages in
P-PM (1936), and three of four remaining major literature schedules (PQ,
parts 1 and 2. and PT, part 1), the latter published the year following his
retirement. By 1937 he also completed epigraphy (CN), which had been
omitted from the original C schedule in 1915, and PT, part 2. But neither of
these were published for another five years.

Years of Change, 1949-46

The need to decisively reorganize the Library and reduce its processing
backlog made this period even less fruitful for classification development.
Archibald MacLeish's reorganization efforts began in mid-1940 with a
special committee commissioned to study the institution's processing
operations. The most important result of the committee's recommenda-
tions on classification work was to con- oine it with subject heading work
in a new Subject Cataloging Division and to remove from the new division
all responsibilities not essentially related to subject analysis and
organization."

The first chief of the Subject Cataloging Division, David J. Haykin, also
brought a new outlook and vigor to the unit. Almost immediately the
annual reports issued from the division spoke enthusiastically of long-
ramie plans related to subject access needs. These included drawing up a
law schedule, writing manuals for subject cataloging and classification,
and engaging in greater revision of the subject heading and classification
systems. The latter two concerns were particularly important because
behind them was Haykin's appreciation of the growth and changing
nature of special fields of knowledge and the necessity of employing
specialists for subject access work."

Unfortunately, little could be done immediately to implement such goals.
With the nation at war, little se pport could be devoted to new efforts.
Furthermore, increases in personnel that came with the Library's reorgani-
zation had to be assigned to such pressing needs as the classification of
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current acquisitions, the processing backlog, and the shelflist conversion
project begun in 1938. In fact, Haykin was quick to note that, despite the
value of the plans he proposed, they were, at least for the time being.
"incidental to the daily work of the subject catalogers."te

Even with these restrictions some work on the classification scheme was
accomplished. The additions and changes bulletin began to be published
on a quarterly basis in 1941.° Two schedules PT, part 2 and CN (Epi.
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graphy), prepared for printing in 1937, were published in 1942, as well as a
supplement to PA (see fig. 10). A tentative schedule for Russian literature
was also developed by 1942 although the task of preparing it for printing
had to be set aside. During 1943, 1944 and 1946 the division also tried an
alternative to the full reediting of earlier schedules by simply reprinting
twelve earlier volumes without changes. Finally, despite the work load, the
division participated in two new classification ventures: preliminary dis-
cussions on a classification scheme for the Army Medical Libra; (1944)
and the publication in mimeographed form of a tentative schedule for
maps and atlases in the G schedule (1946).8`

With the end of the war and with additional changes made by Luther H.
Evans during 1945 and 1946, the Library of Congress found itself poised for
entry into a new age. The most significant accomplishment of the six years
between 1940 and 1946 was to supply the Library with an organizational
structure that was consonant with its expanded mission. With the appoint-
ment of divisional leaders who, like David J. Haykin, had a strong grasp of
the leadership the Library might assume, all that was needed was to begin.
That beginning occurred by 1947 both for the Library as a whole and for
the classification scheme as a new round of planning, proposals and
activities were pursued.*

CLASSIFICATION DEVELOPMENT: 1947PRESENT

Earlier in the century, the idea that the classification system had a national
role grew very slowly., The principal classification activity of the Library
was to create the scheme. Publishing it in preliminary and, if possible,
more refined editions for those who might possibly use it, was pursued but
not always as a first priority. During the most recent era, the national role
of the classification system has, contrast, been instrumental in the
development of the scheme. Creating the scheme has continued, but keep-
ing it up-to-date and readily available for the wider library community
have become important because there has been a significant increase in the
number of other libraries adopting it, as well as a large rise in the number
of additions to and changes in the system. Additions and changes have
become so striking, in fact, that they have led to the virtual recreating of
some parts of the scheme. As a corollary to keeping the scheme up-to-date
and readily available, the Library has significantly increased its efforts to
discuss with the wider library community the nature and use of the system.
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1947-54

When activity on the Library's classification scheme was resumed in 1947.
one of the first priorities was to finish sections of it that had previously
been delayed. However, only one of these, a scheme for classifying Russian
literature (PG 2900-3560), was completed with any dispatch. It was sent to
the printer and published during the 1947-48 fiscal year. Because it was
very extensive, it was published separately from the regidar PB-PH sched-
ule and entitled Class P, Subclass PG (in part)."

Calls for a schedule for legal materials (class K), planned for in the original
outline of the scheme but apparently dropped from active consideration by
1912, were renewed in 1933 and again in 1941 and 1942.4" During 1947 and
1948 the use of the Law Library of the Library of Congress increased so
much and backlogs in its processing became so notable that the Library
took its first steps to develop a schedule. First, an alternative K. schedule
devised by Elizabeth Benyon for the University of Chicago law library was
published in 1948 by the Library of Congress and circulated to law libraries
and specialists for review. Second, a committee on a law classification was
appointed within the Library. Its interim report both defined the limits of
the proposed schedule and prepared a tentative outline. Third, the report
of the committee was submitted to the Association of American Law
Libraries for discussion at its 1949 annual conference.

These actions marked a significant departure in classification develop-
ment at the Library because, for the first time, the opinions of those outside
the Library were not only actively sought lwfore devising a schedule, but
were also allowed to influence the final result. It was not until 1952,
however, that a staff member of the Library, Werner B. El linger, the chief
classifier of law materials, was freed from other duties to work directly on
the project. His approach to the work was to prepare working papers,
"intended as complete and theoretical mappings of the domain of each of
the major areas of the schedule, that is, the particular legal systems and
jurisdictions." The study papers were deemed necessary because of the
diverse ways in which legal systems and their literatures were organized.
The preparation of the papers ultimately took until the end of the 1950s
and the actual application of a scheme was not begun until the 1960s.

Two other areas of concernan index to the entire scheme and a revised
medical schemealso met with delay and disappointment. The need for
an index to the entire classification had long been expressed but had not
been worked on mainly because it had been viewed as a project to be
undertaken after the entire scheme had been published. In the place of a
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comprehensive index, most of the individual scheduled had their own
indexes. In 1947 the Library began an index project by merging the clipped
entries of individual indexes. But this project came to a halt when work on
the law schedule began, most likely because the new schedule held the.
potential for displacing a large number of materials previously classified
in other parts of the syetern under the fifth category in Martel's basic
arrangement pattern."

As for medicine, when the Library joined with the Army Medical Library
in 1944 in developing a classification scheme for that Library, the work
held some promise of replacing schedule R as a classification for medicine.
It was subsequently allocated the notational suinbol W, unused up to that
time in the Library's own system. By the time the new schedule was
published in a tentative form in 1948, however, its content and structure
made using it in the regular system impossible. Therefore, the Library cook
steps beginning in 1947 to revise its own R schedule for medicine, a task
that eventually took until 1952.99

A second area of concern that the Library began to address in a significant
way beginning in 1947-48 was keeping the scheme up-to-date. In 1942,
Haykin had stated in his lint report as chief of the Subject Cataloging
Division that it was necessary for both the subject heading system and the
classification to change as the subjects they dealt with changed. Seven years
later his statement that, "it is necessary constantly to rebuild parts of a
weakened classification structure and to bolster others" suggested that the
changes he had in mind were considerably more extensive than cosmetic
alterations. Because the organization of knowledge became obsolete as new
knowledge was discovered, it would be recess. to virtually recreate
sections of the scheme.91

This approach to change in the scheme was notably different from what
had transpired in previous decacks. Earlitz schedule revisions had been
made to clarify the initial structure of the system. A period of intensive
schedule revision and publication had ensued after 1911, but it ended in
1928-29 when the publication of additions and changes had been relegated
to a serial bulletin. During the 1930s the bulletin was sufficient as a vehicle
to convey additions and changes chiefly because relatively few of them had
been made. Beginning in the 1940s the number of additions and changes
began to rise steadily. By the period 1947-49, additions alone had reached
more than 425 a year and changes to well over 100. From 1950 to 1954, their
numbers were above 750 and 200 respectively." The Library's response to
this shift in emphasis was to return to a previous publication strategy: the
publication of revised editions of schedules. During the eight years from
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1947 to 1954, thirteen wholly revised schedules and a new supplement to D
(WWII) were issued in this way (see fig. 11). By 1949 the Library was able to
follow this stratedy because of the development of a new method of sched-
ule revision. Printed additions and changes were clipped and inserted into
printed copy of the older schedules with the result photographed for offset
reproduction. This method seems to have inspired a great deal of confi-
dence so that by 1952 a goal was made of revising "all schedules that have
not been published in revised editions since 1940."83

Even with the simplified process, however, the revision of some of the
earlier schedules remained a difficult and time-consuming lask.Of ten
schedules entered into the revision process during 1947 and 1948, three (G,
L and R) eventually took three to six years to complete. And of these, work
on the R schedule followed the same pattern exercised with the Army
Medical Library classification (schedule W) and the new law scheme by
being submitted to experts for review and criticism. In addition, the Q
schedule, issued in a fourthxdition in 1948, was quickly reissued in a fifth
edition in 1950 in order to incorporate important changes related to
nuclear science."

The reality of revisionthat it was unavoidably difficult and time-
consuming in at least some casesmade it obvious that many years would
pass before all schedules could be revised. In order to maintain their
availability, the Library adopted the concurrent policy in 1951 of main-
taining all schedules in print even if there was little hope for their early
trvision. This meant that, when needed, they were simply to be reprinted
in their latest editions. Some reprinting of schedules in significant
numbers had occurred in the previous era during 1943, 1944 and 1946. The
1951 decision resulted in ten more reprints that year, six in 1953, and three
more in 1954 (see fig. 1 1 ).96

1954-Present

Since 1954 two other changes occurred that used the Library once again
to shift the way work was done on the Acherne.. -First, the number of
additions made to the scheme again rose significantly, averaging more
than 950 annually between 1955 and 1960, 1709 between 1961 and 1967, and
over 3400 annually thereafter. Increases in additions and changes were due
to the development of previously underdeveloped or only partially devel-
oped areas of the scheme. Some of that development came from revising
older subject areas. For example, the long-delayed schedule for Hebrew
literature was developed and applied in 1955 in place of class numbers
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4 previously set aside for "post-Biblical Hebrew" (PJ 5001-5060). Other
schedule developments were caused by a rise in foreign acquisitions made
possible by Public Law 480 and the National Program for Acquisitions
and cataloging (NPAC). For example. between 1961 and 1963, the sections
for Japanese, Korean and Chinese literature (PL 700-889, 950-988 and
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2250-3208) were decisively revised. In 1966, major revisions were also made
in engineering, construction, marine biology, and modern Eastern Euro-
pean philosophy. And in 1972 a revision of the religion schedule for
Buddhism resulted in an entirely new schedule subclass (BQ) published in
the additions and changes bulletin.

Second, the number of other libraries adopting the Library's classification
scheme rose dramatically. By the end of the first three decades of the
twentieth century, 131 other libraries had begun to use the system in whole
or in part. And after still another decade that total had risen to 209." By
1964, however, Richard S. Angell, then chief of the Subject Cataloging
Division, estimated that the total had increased to between WM and 1000
libraries. And by the early 1980s, the total has apparently topped 1400
including close to 200 libraries in other countries. Even without an accu-
rate count it is evident that there has been a noticeable move, especially
over the last three decades, to adopt the system although a 1975 study
suggestrclthat its adoption by academic libraries has slowed since 1968.1"

Much of the increased use of the scheme has been due to libraries being
reclassified from the Dewey Decimal Classification to the Library of Con-
gress system. Maurice J. Tauber pointed out that this had begun among
academic libraries during earlier decades." More recently, and especially
during the early 1960s, the movement to adopt the system has included
other types of libraries as well. A considerable literature from the 1960s
documents the movement and provides occasional discussions of the fea-
tures of the Library of Congress system. One reason for libraries to shift to
the Library of Congress system has been the opinion that it provides better
coverage of the literature to be classified. This reason has sometimes been
combined with publicly expressed dissatisfaction with the Dewey Decimal
Classification during the period of its transitional fifteenth through seven-
teenth editions (1951-71). That this can only be a partial explanation is
suggested by the fact that the Library of Congress Classification has not
itself escaped strong criticism over both its general philososphy and its
coverage of particular subject areas.

A more likely explanation of the increase in use had to do with economic
factors. Thew were well-summarized by Raimund E. Matthis and
Desmond Taylor in 1971:

primary reason for adopting LC is economy." resulting from
keying into the world's most extensive library operation....Whik it is
impossible to give an exam overall dollars and cents savings for libraries
throughout the country. it is possible for each library to assess its own
cataloging costs in terms of its salary and wage scales and come up with
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some rather startling figures.
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One might be tempted to extend this economic analysis by supposing that
a decade of growth in catalog automation through the MARC program
and bibliographic networks would have increased the rate of adoption of
the 'Library of Congress system even further. But this corollary has not
held. The growth of such networks, combined with the increased attention
that the Library of Congress itself has paid to its Decimal Classification
work, had improved the dissemination of Decimal Classification copy as
well.100 As a result, using the Decimal system has itself become more
economical. This fact, combined with the enormous cost that reclassifica-
tion has involved in many instances, has apparently slowed the rate of the
shift from one system to the other.

One consequence of the rise in the number of users of the Library's
classification system has been to place even more pressure on the Library to
keep the system up-to-date, to maintain the availability of its schedules,
and to disseminate information on additions and changes in a timely
manner. Furthermore, the absence of manuals or otlwr comprehensive
explanations of the scheme has raised the need for greater interaction
between the Library and users of the system in ceder to explain how it
functions and changes.

The Library's response to these factors may be viewed in various ways. First
the nature of enumeration in the system has changed even further from its
original patterns. Martel's basic anangement pattern, the key to the
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scheme's enumerative structure, had originally been developed in the
earliest schedules, notably in Q (1905) and those published in 1910-11.
Some movement away from the pattern had occurred in the language and
literature scheduks where they required special categories in the first six
clusters of the pattern.

Beginning in the 1950s, however, the pattern has become obscured. This
has occurred because of the need to insert hundreds of new additives and
changes into the scheme. In mane schedules new categories such as "Com-
munication of information," and 'Vile field in question) as a profession,"
inserted into the preliminary six clusters of general materials, have tended
to float in position from schedule to schedule rather than being assigned to
a specific cluster. In other instances the enumeration of general materials
has become so detailed that the sense of the original patterns has become
lost. The latter has been further aggravated since 1970 by the new publish-
ing fcirmat in which captions for dusters and indentions to show subordi-
nation have been deleted in many places. The growth in enumerative detail
is particularly noticeable in the new law schedules. Close examination will
show that the framework of Martel's original seven-point arrangement
pattern has survived. But it is greatly obscured because of the many special
legal material categories that have been added to the first six dusters.
Finally, the positioning of new fields of study has varied. In some cases a
previous schedule section has been expanded and even moved with little
disruption because space was available in a previously established ore.
For example, the schedule for literature on Buddhism (previously BL
1400-1499) was expanded and moved to a new location (BQ), this in
keeping with the previous practice of providing special subclass locations
for major religions. In other cases insertion of new fields oritudy into an
available location appears to have occurred on the basis of only a general
association of the new with an older field. For example, computer science
has been placed in QA 75-76. But this only is a subcategory location
(calculating machines) among the general materials clusters of the mathe-
matics class. Further there are other materials central to that discipline that
are located elsewhere. It is obvious that there are affinities between Compu:
ter Science and mathematics and, within the latter, calculating machines.
One would have thought, however, that a more systematically devised
location might have been found for what is now a major discipline. The
result of decisions such as this has been to make the scheme even more
pragmatic in its organization than it was when it was first developed.

A second response to the new classification Situation has been changing
strategies in the dissemination of information on additions and changes.
Beginning late in 1954, the photolithographic method of producing new
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editions was confined to additions and changes alone. That is, additions
and changes were cumulated, integrated and published by themselves as
sections of supplementary pages at the back of hints of the most recent
editions of particular schedules. Although this strategy did not produce
revised schedules, it did dispense with the need for users of the scheme to
look in sevenzl issues of the additions and changes bulletin to find the
additions and changes that pertained to a particular schedule. Further,
because an entire schedule text was not being revised, the procedure could
be done more often. That this was a heavily used medium of publication is
evident in the fact that 57 reprints "with supplementary pave' were issued
between 1954 and 1968 (see fig. 11), some schedules as many as three times.
The heaviest single concentration of them occurred in 1965 and 1966 when
20 separate schedules were reissued. As a corollary to this strategy, the
number of wholly revised schedules published in the form of new editions
decreased drastically. A tonal of only five (BL-BX, D. E-F, Z and the P-PM
Index to Languages) were released during the entire period and all of those
by 1962 (see fig. 11).

This publishing strategy was not without difficulties. By the end of this
period, additions and changes had increased so much that many of the
schedules were becoming difficult to use, having almost as many, and
sometimes even more, pages in the supplementary sections as in the
original. In 1970. therefore, the Library once again shifted its strategy.
First, it ceased to cumulate additions and changes for supplementary
schedule sections. This decision was made possible by the beginning of the
ongoing publication of cumulated additions and changes in an independ-
ent publication released by the Gale Research Company beginning in
1971.101 Second, beginning with the fourth edition of N .1:ine arts) in 1970,
the Library's own production of revised schedule editions was again
resumed. Since that date it has amounted to a notable achievement includ-
ing no less than 16 schedules, one of those, H (1980-1981), itself issued in
two volumes because of its growth in sire since a third edition in 1950 (see
fig. 12). The format of the new editions has also changed in that schedules
are no longer typeset but rather photolithed from typescript and printed on
only the recto side of each leaf. This allows both more efficient production
as well as ample space for classifiers to insert additions and changes in the
text as they appear in the additions and changes bulleties

A third response of the Library to changing conditions related to classifica-
tion was to expedite the development of a law classification schedule and to
begin actual reclassification of legal materials.u. The Library's plan to
develop working papers on major legal systems and to submit them to
experts for criticism was a sound procedure, but it greatly extended the
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actual process. The eight papers composed between 1953 and 1958 pro-
vided a strong basis for developing a scheme and also the opportunity for
testing some parts of it. But by that date there was still no systematic plan to
reclassify the actual collections, then numbering well over I million
volumes. Pressure from the American Assoriation of Law Libraries to
complete a scheme not only increased but led some to suggest that the
AALL develop its own scheme. The impasse was finally broken in 1958
whed the Council on library Resources provided funds to convene an
Advisory Committee on the Classificatien of Anglo-American Law that
would assist the Library's staff. The arunittee helped to spur the develop.
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*Trent of drafts of an American law schedule between 1959 and 1962.
Thereafter, a second grant awarded :n 1962 implemented the actu..1reclas-
sification process. This included duplicating the law shelflist in order to
test the new scheme in surrogate form and completing a draft schedule for
law of the United States (KF). In March 1966 the first KF classification
numbers began to appear on Library of Congress painted cards. The task
has eventually proven to be very large since it has involved not only more
than 1 million items in the Law Library itself, but also more than 200,000
volumes transferred to the law section from other parts of the classification
scheme. The KF schedule was eventually published in 1969 as the first of
what has since become a large number of separate schedules (see fig. 12). In
addition, since the Library did not plan to reprint older cards of law books
now reclassified, arrangements were made to supply libraries with micro-
film copies of the Library's growing K schedule shelfList.

A final response of the Library to the changing classification situation was
to set up more efficient lines of communication between the Library and
users of the classification scheme. This has taken several forms. The
Library has cooperated as much as possible in making auxiliary classifica-
tion products available. They have not only the Gale publication of
cumulated additions and changes already mentioned but also an unofficial
index to the schedules and a microfiche copy of its shelflist.i°6

The Library has also elicited the help and criticism of persons outside the
Library in the creation or revision of the scheme, a matter already noted
with respect to the revised R (medicine) schedule and the new K (law)
schedules, but also in the revision of the N (fine arts) schedule and, at least
in part, in the creation of the new BQ (Buddhism) subclass.ws And,
beginning with the Haykin period, the subject cataloging staff of the
Library has participated actively in public discussion regarding the classi-
fication system. This has included making significant major addresses at
important public meetings and participating in ,ALA committee work. In
1966 it led to the "Institute on the Use of the Library of Congress Classifica-
tion," the most notable official attempt at explaining the nature of the
system.1" More recently, the attempt to improve lines of communication
has led the Library to make its Cataloging Service Bulletin a majcor vehicle
of policy disscinin' ation.14" It has also established a CIP (cataloging in
person) program in which a suite has been set aside at ALA coifferences
where some of the Library's staff are available for consultation with
librarians chi all aspects of the Library's bibliographic work including its
classification.



Last, the effort improve lines of communication has also changed
classification procedure and policy itself at least in some instances. For
example, as a result otopinion expressed at the 1966 institute, the Library
began in 1968 to print two classification numbers on many of the printed
cards for literary worksone in PZI, 3 or 4, the class number used by the
Library; the other in the regular literature schedules for those libraries that
did not use the PZ numbers.las The Library has also used the Cataloging
Service Bulletin to elicit comments from classifiers on policy
considerations.

CONCLUSION

Classification at the Library of Congress has obviously undergone signifi-
cant developments in 180 years. Shelf classification at the Library has
changed from an earlier nineteenth-centtiry system that was expressive of
the limitation of an early period in classification work in general and that
was developed at best in only an ad hoc and highly pragmatic manner, to
one that represents a concerted effort to encompass a rapidly expanding
universe of special subject areas. The newer scheme has been affected by
some of the characteristics of the Library's classification past, including a
propensity for simple arrangement patterns (especially alphabetical order)
and a pragmatic approach to the collocation of subjects. At the time of its
creation, however, it represented something of a state-of-the-art advance in
classification especially in view of the general consensus of that time that
sheer enumeration of subjects was at the core of a successful and usable
classification scheme.

Since 1910, when the newer scheme became firmly established, various
factors have caused its enumeration patterns to continue to change. One
obvious shift has been a greater use of synthesis in the scheme, a matter
notable in the use of special tables in the language and literature schedules
developed after 1910 and especially in the law schedules developed since
the 1950s. Although the use of synthesis has been simple rather than
complex, and it has been used chiefly at the shelflisting level rather than in
subject subdivision, it represents a phenomenon that is common to
twentieth-century classification thought. A second change has been the
gradual loss of the clarity of Martel's basic arrangement pattern chiefly as a
result of the addition of new categories within the first six points of that
pattern without close regard for the integrity of the original clusters. A
third change has been the increasing complexity of the schedules due to the
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incorporation of thousands of additions and changes since the 1950s, many
of them representing entirely new subject fields. Many of the additions
have been inserted in the scheme chiefly on the basis of their general
association with other subjects and the fact that notational space was
available rather than overreaching systematic considerations. This prac-
tice, when combined with the loss of the integrity of the basic arrangement
pattern clusters, has had L%-: effect O making the scheme less and less
orderly in its internal structure.

Classification at the Library of Congress has also undergone an obvious
change in its relationship to the wider library community, not only in the
United States but throughout the wcald. During the nineteenth cen airy the
Library's classification work was an internal matter for the Library of
Congress alone. When the present scheme was created, that view continued
to be held, although within its first decade steps were made to disseminate
knowledge of the system. Since that time and especially since the 1950s, the
system has become a matter of interest to and use by a large number of
libraries outside the Library of Congress. As a corollary, the Library has
increased its efforts to make the scheme more readily available to the wider
public. So much has this been the case, in fact, that during recent years the
development of the scheme itself has been affected.

In sum, classification at the Library of Congress has changed from a
strictly provincial practice to one that has approached universality in both
its scope and use. In the process, the classification work of the Library has
come to have a great deal of influence. One of its most enduring, though
negative, effects has been its influence on classification thought. The idea
of an enumerative approach to classification has become nearly synonym-
ous with Library of Congress classification practice. But because the
system has increasingly become unsystematic, the meaning of "enumera-
tive" has also tended to become equated with the idea of lack of systemati-
zation. It is not appropriate to equate the two, however. The Library's
system represents only one approach to enumeration, not its only possible
expression. Another effect of the development of the present scheme has
been to make shelf classification moire efficient in the libraries that use the
scheme. This has led to the widespread use of the scheme and to increasing
interaction between its users and the Library of Congress as the source of
the system. As the interaction grows, however, it cannot help having a
significant effect on the system itself. A -I even greater effect would be that
its growing complexity and the unavoidaL expense of keeping up with it
might well drive users to seriously question he nature and role of shelf
classification in libraries in the first place. That result could do little harm
and might well do great good.
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